LegiTest

View LegiTest Live Documentation
LegiTest is a Visual Studio extension that provides a set of functionality tailored around testing data. Using
a simple graphical designer, unit tests that run on standard testing frameworks can be created through
code generation. LegiTest aims to take the pain out of data testing by putting you in touch with the
elements that matter most to you - databases, queries, SSIS packages, SSRS reports etc. By generating
the code required to interact with these types of target, LegiTest reduces the investment required to bring
your data into your testing lifecycle.
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1.

After the installation environment meets all Hardware and Software Requirements, users can
download the LegiTest installer from here.

2.

After downloading the LegiTest.vsix, launching the installer will cause the Visual Studio Extension
installer to appear. This allows users to choose which versions of Visual Studio will contain LegiTest.

Once the installation has completed, the selected Visual Studio editions will be ready to create a new
LegiTest project.
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Hardware Requirements
The following memory and processor requirements apply to all editions of LegiTest:
Requirements
Component

Minimum

Recommended

Memory

4 GB

At least 8 GB

Processor Speed

1.8 GHz

2.0 GHz or faster

Processor Type

Not Applicable

·
·
·
·

AMD Opteron
AMD Athlon 64
Intel Xeon with Intel EM64T support
Intel Pentium IV with EM64T support

Important Note
Hardware requirements can vary based on workloads and other processes.
Running LegiTest on a virtual machine will be slower than running natively because of the overhead of
virtualization
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Software Requirements
Before installing LegiTest, make sure you meet the following system requirements:
·
SQL Server Integration Services 2005, 2008, 2008 R2, 2012, 2014, 2016
·
BIDS 2005, 2008, 2008 R2 (Business Intelligence Development Studio) or SSDT 2010, 2012, 2014,
2016, 2017 (SQL Server Data Tools)
·
Microsoft ® .NET 3.5 with Service Pack 1
·
Microsoft ® .NET 4.0
·
Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (2017 Providers only)
·
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x86
The following operating systems are supported by Workbench:
·
64-bit (x64) Operating Systems:
Windows Server 2003 (at least Service Pack 2) *
o
Windows Vista (at least Service Pack 2)
o
Windows Server 2008 R2
o
Windows Server 2012
o
Windows Server 2016
o
Windows 7
o
Windows 8
o
Windows 10
o

·

32-bit (x86) Operating Systems:
Windows XP (at least Service Pack 3) *
o
Windows Server 2003 (at least Service Pack 3) *
o
Windows Vista (at least Service Pack 2)
o
Windows Server 2008 R2
o
Windows Server 2012
o
Windows 7
o
Windows 8
o
Windows 10
o
Important Note

Windows XP and Server 2003 have been deprecated from full support. Any issues encountered on
either Windows XP or Server 2003 must be reproducible on newer versions of Windows to be eligible for
support.

·

·

LegiTest extension requires:
o An installation of one of the following editions of Visual Studio:
§ Visual Studio 2012 Pro or better
§ Visual Studio 2013
§ Visual Studio 2013 Community Edition
§ Visual Studio 2015
§ Visual Studio 2015 Community Edition
§ Visual Studio 2017
NUnit Requirements
o NUnit 2.6.4 is required to execute LegiTest NUnit tests outside of Visual Studio
o NUnit Test Adapter 2.0 is required for LegiTest NUnit tests to be displayed within the Visual
Studio Test Explorer

The following prerequisites are required to enable features within LegiTest:

·

SQL Server Assets
Supported Versions
o
SQL Server 2008 R2
§
SQL Server 2012
§
SQL Server 2014
§
SQL Server 2016
§
SQL Server 2017
§

·

SSIS Actions and Assets
Supported Versions
o
SSIS 2008 R2
§
SSIS 2012
§
SSIS 2014
§
SSIS 2016
§
SSIS 2017
§
Each version of SQL Server Integration Services (2008 R2 or above) that the user wishes to
o
test
SQL Server Data Tools or Business Intelligence Development Studio
o
Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (Required by SSIS 2017 Only)
o
Note:
The version of SQL Server Data Tools that provides the Integration Services
o
designed within Visual Studio must be installed. This is a separate download to the
version of SQL Server Data Tools that provides .sqlproj support that ships with Visual
Studio.

·

SSAS Actions
Supported Versions
o
Multidimensional
§
·
SSAS 2008 R2
·
SSAS 2012
·
SSAS 2014
·
SSAS 2016
·
SSAS 2017
Tabular
§
·
SSAS 2012
·
SSAS 2014
·
SSAS 2016
·
SSAS 2017
Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (Required by SSAS 2017 Only)
o

·

SSRS Actions
Supported Versions
o
SSRS 2008 R2
§
SSRS 2012
§
SSRS 2014
§
SSRS 2016
§
SSRS 2017
§
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Choosing a Test Framework

Choosing a Test Framework
LegiTest is, at its core, a code generation tool. The tests, groups and assets that you configure become
code in the form of unit tests. There are multiple test frameworks available, each with their own benefits
and drawbacks. LegiTest currently supports NUnit 2, NUnit 3 and MSTest.
Pragmatic Works recommends NUnit as a better choice in most scenarios. Some of the specific benefits
include:

·

More powerful model for supporting Data Driven Testing
While Data Driven Testing is supported both in NUnit and MSTest - the way it works in MSTest
means that your data driven query can be executed at unexpected times because of limitation in
the framework.

·

More powerful assert model
Assertions are a key aspect of testing. They are the part of the test where the code verifies that the
result of the test (the actual result) matches the desired result (the expected result). NUnit has a
lot more flexibility in this area - meaning the generated code is simpler and it is easier to write your
own assertions should you wish to do so.

·

Broader compatibility
NUnit tests operate in a way that means that there are less problems with execution of tests.
Testing SSIS packages is one key area where NUnit is superior - packages loaded at the group
level have issues under MSTest - while no similar problems occur using NUnit.

Note that both versions of NUnit carry these benefits, and the choice between NUnit 2 and NUnit 3 is
available to fit in with your organization's existing usage. If no prior usage exists, Pragmatic Works
recommends using NUnit 3.
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Creating a New Test Project

Creating a New Test Project
1.
2.

3.

Within Visual Studio, click File > New > Project... to launch the New Project window
In the New Project Window, expand the Installed Templates tree and select Visual C#

Scroll down and select the either the LegiTest Project MSTest, NUnit or NUnit3 Test template. For
help understanding the differences, see the 'Choosing a Test Framework' topic.
Important Note

NUnit tests are shown in the Visual Studio Text Explorer window because the NUnit project type includes
a reference to the 'NUnitTestAdapter' MuGet package. This allows the Visual Studio test framework to
discover and run NUnit tests. When switching a project from MSTest to NUnit, be sure to add a
reference to the NUnitTestAdapter NuGet package. Further instructions on doing that can be found
here.
4.

Provide a meaningful name for the LegiTest Project and then click OK.
Helpful Tip

It is advisable to end the project name in 'Tests', as a lot of continuous integration systems will, by
default, run tests in assemblies with the word Tests in them.
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Project Organization

Project Organization
LegiTest projects are basically C# projects and are organized very similarly. There are a few different
types of file that can be added and are handled specially within LegiTest projects:

·

LegiTest group (.legitestGroup)
These files define a single LegiTest group. LegiTest, in previous releases, used suite files (.legitest)
which contained many groups. To allow a better organization of projects the group files were
added. This has particular benefits for any teams using source control. With groups in individual
files it becomes much less likely that a complicated merge is required when more than one person
is working on a project. A group file will emit a single C# class that contains the tests that are
defined.

·

LegiTest settings file (.legitestSettings)
Settings files come in two types - settings and project settings. Settings files contain parameters
and their values - and there can be more than one if desired. For more information on settings files
see the help topic here. A project can only contain one project settings file - and the project
settings file defines both the server that the project is associated with and the test framework type.

·

Asset file (.asset)
Asset files are used to define assets that are generally useful across multiple groups / suites. They
are the same as assets defined within suites / groups / tests but defined at the project level. This
gives the benefit that they are easier to change in isolation (i.e. changing one asset doesn't mean
that the suite / group file has to be check in to source control) and they give us a better way to
organize the data within our projects. More information on assets can be found here and here.
Helpful Tip

Folders in the solution can be used to group all types of item together. A large testing project with many
groups, assets and settings can become hard to manage unless it is well organized.
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Understanding Generated Output

Understanding Generated Output
The generated output from LegiTest is C# code, along with some additional files. These files are used as
the input to the C# compiler which generates an assembly which contains unit tests. This assembly can
then be executed within Visual Studio, LegiTest Server or a third party product that supports standard
.NET unit tests. This topic aims to clarify the process of moving from a design time test group to a run
time assembly.
The process follows the diagram below. When a test suite or group is saved then code is generated. This
code is then compiled by the C# compiler into a test assembly. When this assembly is run the tests
execute and results for the tests are available. When running within Visual Studio, the test results appear
within the Test Explorer window. You can also publish results to LegiTest Server or LegiTest Online - for
more information about that integration, please refer to the topic here.

Generated output
Looking at the output generated by a test group called 'TestGroup' - we might see the following in solution
explorer:

There are two main folders, the *_Assets and *_Output folder.

Important Note
The *_Assets and *_Output folders are used to store test infrastructure files and are not intended to
contain additional files. Any non-LegiTest generated files will be removed upon regeneration of the
LegiTest suite(s) or group(s).
*_Assets Folder
The _Assets folder contains the content for your assets at design time. So, for example, if we have a
Delimited Content asset, then the content file contains the data makes up the delimited content. Most
assets are made up of two types of data - there is the metadata (such as a list of output columns and
settings) and the data itself. The metadata is usually small, while the data itself can be large. The
metadata is stored within the group file - so that when you first open a LegiTest group the asset type can
be displayed. The data itself is stored in a separate file so that large amounts of data don't need to be
loaded as soon as you open the file.
For more information on the assets available, refer to the 'Assets' section.
*_Output Folder
The _Output folder contains the code that is generated from your group file, along with some other files.
Looking at each one:

·

Resources.resx
This file contains the same content as the _Assets folder - but encoded in a way that the C#
compiler can understand. This way, the asset content becomes part of the compiled assembly
and is available to the tests when they are run.

·

TestGroup.cs
This file is the 'user' file. It is usually blank - but code can be added here that integrated with the
generated code. You can create methods that are called by the generated test code to perform any
action that you want. For more information on adding code to the user topic, see the topic in the
FAQ section.

·

TestGroup.Generated.cs
This is the main output file. It is where the code that forms the bulk of the tests is stored. Each
test, action and assertion will have a method defined within this file.
Important Note

The generated files are re-created every time you save a LegiTest suite or group. Any changes made
directly to the .Generated.cs file will be lost.

·

TestGroup.legiTestSettings
This file contains the details of any parameters defined. This file is found by the tests at runtime
and used in order to control any parameterized elements. For more information on using
parameters within tests, refer to the 'Using Parameters' section.
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Design Area

Design Area
The design area is where the user will add their test elements. The area is divided into the different test
flow steps and will change depending if there is a single test or a test group selected. As mentioned in the
test flow, elements are executed from left to right, then top to bottom. These elements can be rearranged
once placed by dragging and dropping. The elements can be placed on the design area by dragging and
dropping from the toolbox, double clicking an item in the toolbox, or right clicking the design area and use
the quick add menu.
To open the toolbox, on the visual Studio toolbar, click View > Other Windows > LegiTest Toolbox.
Once an item is placed, an icon may appear on the top right of the element's box. Hovering over this will
give the user information on any errors this element has.
Once the tests have been set up, saving the project will automatically generate the test code. Once the
project has been built, the test will be discoverable in the test explorer window of Visual Studio. For more
information on the flow from design to execution, see the section on understanding the output.
A simple comparison test might look like the following:

Looking at the tree nodes on the left - these are covered in more detail in the following sections:

·
·

Parameters
Server Integration

·
·

System Coverage
Reports
o
Annotation Types

Under that we have the node for the test group, annotations for the group, the test itself, annotations for
the test and the data driven configuration for the test.
Note that the test and group nodes have a warning icon next to them - this is because some elements
require attention. You can see a brief description of the errors by hovering over the warning icon, or you
can view the errors in more detail by double-clicking on the icon. This brings up the error inspector:

Double clicking on the icon of an element will bring up it's editor and double-clicking on the text will start
editing the name of the element. The element editor is a dockable window within Visual Studio, so you
may find it convenient to dock it into a position where it is permanently visible.

Some elements have custom editors which present a more convenient user interface for configuring the
element in question.
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Test Flow

Test Flow
A LegiTest Project organizes all test elements into four scopes:

·
·
·
·

Project - a test project can contain assets and test groups
Suites - now deprecated, suites can contain assets and multiple groups
Groups - groups can contain assets, multiple tests and manage the Group and Test Level
Initialization as well as the the Group and Test Level Teardown steps.
Tests - can contain assets and manage the Test Initialization Steps, Execution Tracks, Assertions
and Test Teardown Steps.
Important Note

LegiTest now supports group files being added directly within solution explorer. While existing suites are
still supported, individual LegiTest groups offer greater flexibility in use and are the preferred method of
building tests.
Group Execution Flow

Group Initialization Steps
The Group Initialization executes only once at the beginning the entire test group. This step is the first to
run before any tests are actually executed. This step is the first to run before any tests within the group
are actually executed. Each group has its own Group Initialization Step. This step configures everything
needed to prepare the test environment for the group execution.
Group Level Test Initialization Steps

This steps executes once at the beginning of every test in the group. It will run right before the actual test
begins executing. Each group has its own Group Level Test Initialization step. This step configures
everything needed to prepare the test environment before each test execution.
Test Initialization Steps
This step executes once at the beginning of single test. Each test contains its own Test Initialization step.
This step configures unique elements needed to prepare this test for execution.
Executions Tracks
Execution Tracks contain the actual elements that compose the test. Each test can hold any number of
tracks. By default, the test will execute as many tracks as the test environment can handle. If they wish,
users can modified this behavior to only run a set number of tracks at the same time.
Assertions
Assertions contain test validation that confirms whether a test has passed or failed. Assertions are run
immediately after all execution track for the current test has completed. Assertions compares expected
data to actual data generated during the execution tracks. The results of these data comparisons will
dictate whether the test passes or fails.
Test Teardown Steps
This step executes once at the end of single test. Each test contains its own Test Teardown step. This
step configures unique elements needed to clean the test environment after test execution.
Group Level Test Teardown Steps
This steps executes once at the end of every test in the group. It will run right after the actual test finishes
executing. Each group has its own Group Level Test Teardown step. This step configures everything
needed to clean the test environment after each test completes.
Group Teardown Steps
The Group Teardown executes only once at the end of the entire test group. This step is the last to run
after all tests in the test group have executed. Each group has its own Group Teardown. This step
configures everything needed to clean the test environment once group execution completes.
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Assets, Actions, Asserts and Resources

Assets, Actions, Asserts and Resources
Four key concepts in LegiTest are Assets, Actions, Asserts and Resources.
Assets
Assets are items that are created at design time and used at runtime. So, for example, you might have a
query or a reference to an SSIS package. These items are configured when you are creating tests and
used when the tests run. There are many different types of asset available in LegiTest and you can read
about those in the Assets section. Assets can also use parameters - so you may want to configure a
connection string using the parameter system. Note that parameters are evaluated at the point that the
asset is used.
Assets can either be part of a test suite / group or part of the test project itself. To add an asset to the
project, right click on the project node in solution explorer and click Add -> LegiTest Asset... Project-level
assets can be placed in subfolders of the project to aid in organization, but this doesn't affect their use.
Assets at the project level are available to all test suites / groups, irrespective of what folder they are
placed in. Assets that are defined within a test suite / group can only be used within that suite / group.
Additionally, assets defined at the test level may only be used by that test.
Actions
Actions produce some kind of outcome. For example they may execute a query to return a row count,
process a cube, or execute a package. When an action returns information, such as a row count or data
set (aka a grid), it is stored in a resource. Actions will often use assets or resources as part of their input
(for example, an action to load a grid will use a connection asset and a query asset - an action to filter a
previously loaded grid will use the resource).
Actions can be placed in any of the execution areas except for the assert section - so they can be used
for set-up and teardown at both the group and test level.
For the list of available actions, please see the Actions topic.
Asserts
Asserts are used to test the results of actions. For example, we might use an integer assert to compare
the result of a query action which returns a row count with some predetermined value. Asserts will
compare the values in resource keys to each other, or to a static value entered into the Assert. A test
which doesn't contain any asserts will always yield an 'Inconclusive' result - so it is important to make
sure that all your tests actually include an assert to determine whether the test passed or failed. Asserts
can only be placed in the assert section of a test.
For the list of available assertions, please see the Asserts topic.
Resources
Resources are items that are available only at runtime. So, for example, when you execute a query you
may get a result back which you wish to compare. Resources are referred to by their 'resource key' which
is a string that uniquely identifies that resource. Resources are usually loaded by actions (the exception
being data driven testing) and can be referenced by other actions or assertions. You can view dependent
elements for any element - which shows the elements that follow and use the resource(s) generated.
When data driven testing is being used - additional resources are available - one for each column of data
used as the data source. For more information on this, please see the data driven testing section.

Resources can also be used in place of parameters by elements that follow them. So, for example, an
execute scalar query might get back a resource called 'CutOffDate' - a query might then follow where the
query is defined similarly to:
SELECT OrderId FROM Orders WHERE OrderDate > '{{CutOffDate}}'
Because parameters are evaluated when an asset is used, the resource 'CutOffDate' would be included
in the query and used as a filter.
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Data Driven Testing

Data Driven Testing
Data driven testing allows us to repeat the same test many times, based on dynamic source data.
For example, consider the scenario where we want to ensure that the each of a series of 2000 products
passes a set of tests. We obviously wouldn't want to create 2000 of the same test. Similarly it might not
be possible to write a single query that covers all the test cases - we may want to validate that the results
of a REST call for each of the products passes a set of criteria. This is where data driven testing comes
in to play.
Configuring data-driven testing
In the test tree on the left, under each test node is a node titled 'Data Driven Source'. Clicking on this and
clicking the check box to enable data driven testing for the test gives us the following view:

Here, much like in the interactive comparison wizard we are selecting a connection and either entering a
query or configuring the source (if using a REST connection, for example). Once we have selected our
connection we click Execute to retrieve the results.
Note: It is important to understand that the results are only shown in the UI to enable easier configuration.
The data returned is NOT stored, and the source is run every time the test runs. The only information that
is retained is the metadata about the columns, so that they can be used as resources.

One we have configured the source and executed it, we can see that the data is shown:

This test is now configured for data driven testing! In this example, we are using a list of solution items
from the DOC xPress metabase.
Now, when selecting resources for our actions / assertions - we can see that the columns returned from
our data driven source are reflected in the list of available resources:

We can also use these values wherever we would use parameters normally - so, for example, we could
write a query in the form:
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM LineageService.ItemSets WHERE SolutionItemId =
'{{SolutionItemId}}'
Differences between data driven testing in MS Test and NUnit
There are differences in how data driven testing works under the covers between the test frameworks
available. For a complete description of the differences, see the framework considerations topic.
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Framework Considerations

Framework Considerations
Data driven testing is implemented slightly differently under MS Test and NUnit. Both will evaluate the data
driven source during the 'discovery' phase of the test and use the output of that to generate the list of
iterations. However - there are some differences in the output that you will see from each because the test
frameworks are designed differently.
MSTest
When using MSTest - each iteration of the test is reported under a single test in the test explorer. When
looking at the output for this test, you will see several different runs. Each one has a link that says 'output'
- this link can be clicked to get a summary of the rows of data used for that test. When examining the
output of an individual test, the display will look similar to this:

As a technical note, MS Test data driven tests generate an XML file containing the test cases during the
discovery phase. This is then used as the source of the test data using the DataSource attribute.
NUnit
When using NUnit - each iteration of the test is reported as an individual test. This can make it a lot easier
to identify the tests. Here is a similar display, where we are looking at the output of an indifividual test
iteration and viewing the output.

The tecnhical implementation of the NUnit back end is slightly cleaner than MSTest - in that NUnit supports
the TestCaseSource attribute. This means that the test data does not have to be written to disk first.
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Filtering

Filtering

The filtering window is available through the 'Edit Filter' button of some actions (such as the Load Flat File
Data and Load Directory Content actions).
At the top of the filter window are drop downs which relate to the column, the operator and an area where
the value can be entered. Clicking the '+' icon will add this clause to the end of the filter.
Filter Expressions
Filter expressions are very similar to SQL WHERE clauses. You can enter text that refers to column
names and uses operators to compare with other columns or static values. Filter expressions also
support combinational logic using AND/OR.
Samples
[Size] > 50000
[DateModified] BETWEEN '2017/01/01' AND '2017/02/01'
[CustomerName] LIKE 'Fred%' AND [OrderComplete] != 1
Available Operators
=: Equals

!=: Not Equal
<>: Not Equal
>: Greater Than
>=: Greater Than Or Equal To
<: Less Than
<=: Less Than Or Equal To
!>: Not Greater Than
!<: Not Less Than
LIKE: Value matches SQL-style string pattern
NOT LIKE: Value does not match SQL-style string pattern
BETWEEN: Value falls between [x] and [y]
NOT BETWEEN: Value does not fall between [x] and [y]
IS NULL: Value is null
IS NOT NULL: Value is not null
Combinational Operators
AND/OR can be used to combine expression clauses, and parenthesis can be used to group clauses.
[a] = 5 AND [b] = 2 AND [c] = 9
[a] > 1 AND ([b] > 10 OR [c] > 20)
Static value formatting
Values are formatted as they would be in SQL. Strings, GUIDs and Date/Time values are enclosed in
quotes, boolean values are 0 or 1 and numeric values are represented naturally.
String: 'a string'
GUID: '6264E1FD-D1DA-49B2-977E-5BAD05BCAC9D'
Date/Time: '2017/03/01'
Boolean: 1
Integer: 16107
Float: 753.452
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Integrating with LegiTest Server or LegiTest Online

Integrating with LegiTest Server or LegiTest Online
LegiTest generated code includes the ability to publish detailed test results to a server system. This goes
above and beyond what you might see from a standard test framework - each of the individual elements
within a test become visible on the server every time they are run. Detailed results can also be found rather than just a message saying 'your grid comparison failed' you get to see what that grid actually
looked like.
Other benefits available with server integration are the ability to publish tests and run them automatically
on a schedule, the ability to annotate your tests to give meaningful business descriptions to them and the
ability to specify what parts of your system are covered by the tests that you have implemented.
More information is available in the subtopics:
·
Publishing Results
·
System Coverage
·
Annotations
·
Publishing Test Assemblies
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Connecting to a Server

Connecting to a Server
In order to connect to a server, you need to open the project settings file. By default, this is called
ProjectSettings.legitestSettings. When opening the project settings file, a view similar to the following is
presented:

Here we can type the URL of the server that we wish to connect to and click 'Validate'. If the server
requires credentials (e.g. LegiTest Online) then a popup may be shown requiring you to log in to your
account. After the server has been validated, this is shown on the display.
Important Note
Ensure that the scheme (http / https) is set correctly for the server that you are connecting to. The
address required for LegiTest Online is the public API address.
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Publishing Results

Publishing Results
Publishing results can be controlled for each LegiTest Group. When clicking on the 'Server Integration'
node, the following display is visible:

Here we can click on 'Publish test results to LegiTest Server' - which means that when the test runs,
information will be sent to the server configured in the project settings.
Important Note
Server integration is controlled by parameters. Whether a test group publishes results or not is
controlled by the 'PublishResultsToLegiTestServer' parameter, and the server to which results are
published is controlled by the 'LegiTestServerUrl' parameter.
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System Coverage

System Coverage
System Coverage allows a view of which objects have been tested within a system. There are two modes
of operation - DOC xPress integrated and standalone.
DOC xPress Integrated
In this mode, information about which objects are available for test comes from DOC xPress Server.
Because there is a solution snapshot present, the system can tell what items there are to test. LegiTest
Client shows the DOC xPress Metadata Search tool, and you can pick items from your DOC xPress
Server to mark as tested. This means that there are four available categories of output:

·
·
·
·

Passed - An item is covered by a passing test
Failed - An item is covered by a failing test
Inconclusive - An item is covered by a failing test
Not covered - An item is known in the DOC xPress Server database, but no tests that cover it have
been run

Standalone
In standalone mode, there isn't any information about what objects there are to test. Because of that,
System Coverage is only able to show the first three categories of output above. Individual items are
assigned identifiers by the user, and those identifiers are how the system collates data.
Setting up Coverage Information
When setting up system coverage there are two parts that must be configured - the binding of items to
tests and the configuration of viewable reports on the server. Information on setting up system coverage
on LegiTest Server can be found here.
In the client, selecting the 'System Coverage' node in a test group shows the following display:

On the right is the DOC xPress Metadata Search, allowing us to find items to mark as covered. On the left
is a tree which represents the content of the current group / suite. Entering a search term returns us the
results from the server:

By clicking on an item in the left hand tree and then double clicking the found item in the right hand pane,

the item is the bound to the test. Now when the test runs, that item will be considered 'covered' and will
have a status of 'Passed', 'Failed' or 'Inconclusive' depending on the test outcome.
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Viewing Reports

Viewing Reports
To view system coverage reports from the server in LegiTest Client, we can simply click on the 'Reports'
node under System Coverage. This produces a list of the coverage reports that are available on the
server:

To view a report, we simply click on the 'View this report' button, and we are shown the graph view which
contains a summary graph, and a graph for each coverage report item we have configured:

We can click on 'View as tree' to change the view to a detailed tree view showing all the objects available,
and their status:
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Annotations
Annotations allow meaningful descriptions to be assigned to tests. These can be useful when business
users are trying to make sense of test results on LegiTest Server, and appear on the test management
page for a test.
Configuring the annotations in the LegiTest Client is simple. Clicking on the 'Annotations' node under a test
brings us to the following display:

Here we can click on 'Add', choose the annotation type and enter some text that relates to the test in
question. The built in annotation types are 'User Error Message', 'Description' and 'Resolution Steps'.
Custom annotation types can be added by clicking on the 'Annotation Types' node, which will then display
a list of the annotation types:

We can add new ones or delete our custom added ones (the built in annotations cannot be deleted). You
can click on 'Sync' to synchronize the list of annotation types with the configured LegiTest Server.
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Publishing Test Assemblies
When we are finished developing our tests, we can publish the resulting test assemblies to LegiTest
Server so that they can be run on a schedule or manually through the web interface. To do this, right click
on the project you want to publish and click 'Publish to LegiTest Server...'

The options available to us are:

·

Target
Here we can specify the server that we are publishing the assemblies to, or specify a file path to
which to copy the built assemblies. A new server can be added by clicking on the '+' button.

·

Results Mode
We can specify frome the following options:
'Set all suites to publish results' - All suites / groups in the project are set to send their
§
results to a server when they run
'Set all suites not to publish results' - All suites / groups in the project are set so that
§
results are not sent at runtime
'Do not change suite settings' - No settings are changed - so each suite / group will
§
publish results according to the setting set on the 'Server Integration' node.
'Remove suite settings to inherit global configuration' - The setting is removed from
§
each suite - and the setting will be picked up from a global parameter file.

·

Results Server
This is the server to which results will be sent when the assemblies are run after being published.

·

Configuration
We can specify the 'Debug' or 'Release' configuration for the C# compiler to use. For most
situations, 'Release' is the correct configuration to use for deployed tests.

·

Run tests immediately after publish
When this option is checked, tests will be run by the server as soon as publishing is complete.
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My First SSIS LegiTest
In the previous post, “Designing a LegiTest Test”, we walked through the steps to design a test around an
SSIS package. In this post weʼll build our first LegiTest test, allowing us to test the execution of an SSIS
Package. If you havenʼt read the previous post Designing a LegiTest Test you should, as it establishes the
design we will implement here.
After creating a solution / project for the package described in the previous post, weʼll add a second
project. Add the second project by going to the menu and doing File, Add, New Project. In the Add New
Project dialog, click on Visual C#, scroll down and click “LegiTest Project – MSTest”. Give it a good name
and click OK.

As a reminder, in the previous post, the basic steps for design were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand the object being tested.
Identify the assertions which will legitimize the object being tested.
Define the actions that need to be taken in order to do the tests.
List the assets needed in order for the actions to work.

Implementing the design goes in reverse order.
1. Create the assets.
2. Define the actions.
3. Create the asserts.
Assets
As the first step to building our test, weʼll start creating assets.
Connections
Click inside the Assets area. The LegiTest Toolbox will update with the items appropriate to the assets
area. In the toolbox, click on the Connection tool, drag and drop it into the assets area.
Click on the Connection block, and the LegiTest Element Editor should appear. In the provider drop down,
pick the SqlClient Data Provider. Take a second though to note the vast array of data connections
available, including Oracle, OLEDB and ODBC.

Next click on the Configure button. This will bring up a dialog youʼve likely seen a million times in your
career as a data centric developer. Use it to select the server and the LegiTestSource database. Also be
sure to set the user ID correctly, for a simple test to localhost the Windows Authentication option will likely
work fine.
Finally rename the asset to LegiTest Source, either by single clicking twice or right clicking and picking
rename on the popup menu. When done it will look something like the image below.

Donʼt be alarmed about the big exclamation mark in the upper right corner. Thatʼs just an indicator that it is
an asset that isnʼt being used. In this case, the asset isnʼt being used yet.
Now repeat the above steps, creating a connection to the LegiTestDestination database. You can name it
LegitTest Destination (spaces OK, it just makes the name easier to read). As an alternative to drag and
drop from the toolbox, try right clicking in the asset area, and in the popup menu pick Query, Connection.
Queries
To meet our requirements four queries will be needed. From the toolbox, drop a Query tool into the assets
area. The element area for a query is pretty simple, just a big text box. In it paste the following query:
SELECT COUNT(*) AS MySitesCount
FROM [dbo].[MySites]
Name the query asset MySites Count.
Now repeat the process, creating another query asset named DimMySites Count and using the following
query:
SELECT COUNT(*) AS DimMySitesCount
FROM [dbo].[DimMySites]
Next, in order to do the data compare we need queries to bring back the rows and columns from the
source and target. Add a query MySites Data, with this query:
SELECT [PrimaryKey], [Name], [URL]
FROM [dbo].[MySites]
ORDER BY [PrimaryKey]
And then another query, DimMySites Data, with this query:

SELECT [PrimaryKey], [Name], [URL]
FROM [dbo].[DimMySites]
ORDER BY [PrimaryKey]
Note the Order By clause, it is needed to make sure the rows are in the correct order for the compare.
Also note the LastUpdate is omitted from the DimMySites Data query. The source system lacks this field,
thus weʼd have nothing to compare to if it was included.
But wait, you say, wasnʼt there a requirement to check the LastUpdate to ensure the row hadnʼt changed?
Good catch. However, instead of handling it as part of the data compare we will instead use a scalar
comparison to get the value prior to and after the package executes and use those to compare. For that
we need to add another query asset DimMySites LastUpdate. For the query use:
SELECT [LastUpdate]
FROM [dbo].[DimMySites]
WHERE [Name] = 'Pragmatic Works'
Note you could also have used the primary key, however in most data warehousing situations the primary
key is usually the surrogate key, which may not be predictable. In this example we went with the Name
column, which acts as the source system native key for this demo.
Weʼre almost done. Even though it wasnʼt mentioned as a requirement, one thing every test needs is a
way to reset the target before each run. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways. For example,
LegiTest has a backup / restore asset which would allow you to restore the destination database from a
baseline database previously backed up. You could also use the Execute Process task to deploy a
dacpac to the target.
In this case though we can do something much simpler. Weʼll add a query to truncate the target table,
then insert the needed rows. Create a query DimMySites Reset. Insert the following code:
TRUNCATE TABLE [dbo].[DimMySites];
INSERT INTO [dbo].[DimMySites]
([PrimaryKey], [Name], [URL])
VALUES
(1, 'Pragmatic Works', 'http://pragmaticworks.com')
, (3, 'arcanecode', 'http://arcanecode.com')
;
Important point to note about the above query. If you ran this in SQL Server Management Studio, it would
want a GO after the TRUNCATE TABLE statement. GO is a mechanism for SSMS, it is not needed when
executing a query from a .Net application such as LegiTest generates. Be sure to omit any GOs or else
you will get an incorrect syntax error when you execute your test.
That is the last of the query assets we need to create. However, there are two more asset we need to add
before we can begin creating our actions.
Comparison Manifest
In order for LegiTest to be able to compare data sets, or as the toolbox calls them grids, it needs to know
how each column from the first data set (referred to as the Left Side) compares to the columns on the
Right Side.
Insert a Comparison Manifest tool into the assets area. Name it Compare MySites to DimMySites. In the
LegiTest Element Editor, you will see the first step of the Comparison Manifest wizard appear, titled
Gather Left Column(s). To this you will first need to provide a connection. Click the Copy From Asset
button, in the dialog that appears click on the LegiTest Source (Connection) then click OK.

Note that if you had not yet created the connection you could also do it through this dialog. However,
because you are a talented and brilliant individual (you must be if youʼre using LegiTest) and planned
things ahead, the connections already exist and can just be picked.
Next the Comparison Manifest needs to know the query that will get the data for the left side. Simply click
the Copy From Asset button next to the Query, and select the MySites Data (Query) in the dialog that
appears. When done your editor should look approximately like the image below.

Click the Gather button to proceed to the next step. Now we repeat the steps for the right side. For the
Connection, copy from the asset LegitTest Destination, and for the query copy from DimMySites Data.
When done click Gather.
In the final page of the wizard we need to match up the columns. LegiTest automatically matches when
the names are the same, which is a great reason to use aliasing in the queries if you can. In this simple
demo it wasnʼt needed as the column names all matched up.
If it was, you could click on a column name, slick the edit button to the right, and change the mapping. You
can also add mappings if LegiTest didnʼt detect it, or delete ones you donʼt want to compare.
There is one thing we can do to help speed things along. Note the Key Columns area at the top is empty.
We should move the PrimaryKey column up to this area to speed up the compare.
First, click the Add button at the top, next to the Key Columns. In the page that appears, pick the
PrimaryKey for both the left and right column name and click OK.
Next, in the Comparison Columns area, click on the PrimaryKey and then the Delete button. Since weʼve
indicated it is the primary key, it isnʼt going to change and hence doesnʼt need to be compared. Your
compare should now look like:

Package Reference (SSIS 2012)
The final item to add is a reference to the package we are testing. Click in the Assets area, then into it
drag and drop a Package Reference (SSIS 2012) asset from the toolbox. In the LegiTest Element Editor,
there are three locations to load the package from: File, SQL, and Catalog. For this example the File
option will be selected, however many opt to run from the catalog to make testing from multiple machines
easier.
Make sure File is selected (it will be a darker color than the others) the click the Browse button. Navigate
to the folder with your package and select it.

Finally give the asset a good name, in this case just name it after the package, MyFirstSSISLegiTest
Now that weʼve finished creating the assets, take a second to save your work, then itʼs time to start the
action rolling!
Actions
Now that all the assets are setup, itʼs time to create the actions. Actions are arranged at multiple levels. To

fully understand how LegiTest organizes tests, please refer to the first post in the series, “Introduction to
the LegiTest Designer”.
Group Level Actions
With the assets setup, move to the arrangement area in the designer, and click on Test Group 1. Rename
it to DimMySites Package. Now in the Group Initialization Steps area, we need to perform actions that are
needed prior to testing.
Referring back to our requirements, there were three actions that needed to be performed prior to doing
any testing. The first action was “reset the target table to a known state”. To do so we will execute the
DimMySites Reset query. In the LegiTest Toolbox, drag an “Execute Query (Command)” action into the
Group Initialization Steps area. Click on it to open the LegiTest Element Editor.
Click in the Connection Asset area, then click on the … icon. In the dialog that appears select the LegiTest
Destination connection asset you setup. Next, repeat the process for the Query Asset, selecting the
DimMySites Reset (Query) asset. (Note you may need to click outside the line with Query Asset to make it
finalize your choice). Finally, rename the action to “Exec DimMySites Reset”.

Now that the target table has been reset, we need to get a key piece of information from the table. For the
row that is not supposed to change (the row with “Pragmatic Works” in the Name column), we will get the
LastUpdate column before the package executes. Later, weʼll compare this to the LastUpdate column
after the package runs to ensure there was no change.
Into the Group Initialization Steps, place an Execute Query (Scalar) action. For the Connection select the
LegiTestDestination, for the Query select DimMySites LastUpdate.

The only other option is Resource Key. Most (but not all) actions in LegiTest have a Resource Key. Think
of the Resource Key much like a variable. When an action has some output, the output is stored in the
Resource Key, where it can be later accessed by other actions. Thus you should be sure to give all
Resource Keyʼs good, clear names.
In this case, the LastUpdate value retrieved by the query will be stored in the Resource key we provide. As
you can see from the image above, weʼll name this DimMySitesLastUpdatePreRun. As the last step
rename the action to “Exec DimMySites LastUpdate Pre Run”.
The third action in our list of things to do is “Load the package into memory”. This is straightforward. From
the toolbox, simply drag the Load Package action to the Group Initialization Steps. In the LegiTest Element
Editor, in the Package Reference Asset pick the MyFirstSSISLegiTest asset from the dialog.

At last we are at the final action needed for our tests, and that is to run the package. From the toolbox drop
an Execute Package action into the Group Initialization Steps area. In the LegiTest Element Editor, select
the MyFirstSSISLegiTestPackage (Package) from the dialog. This came from the Load Package assets
Resource Key name in the previous step.
Speaking of resource keys, we should give this one a good name, how about ExecMyFirstSSISLegiTest.
Finally rename the asset itself Exec MyFirstSSISLegiTest.

The Group Initialization Steps track should now look like:

Actions and Asserts – The Tests
Now that the group level actions are done, it is time to build each test. In each test we first build the
actions to get back any further data needed to do our asserts, then we build the asserts themselves.
For this example we have five tests to perform.
Test One – Row Counts
At long last it is time to setup the first test. If you recall from the initial requirements, test one is to “Test to
ensure that the source and target tables have the same number of rows after the package executes.”
Click on the Test 1 in the arrangement pane. By using the same single click twice method used on assets
and actions, tests can also be renamed. In this example we can use the name of the group followed by
the test. DimMySites_RowCounts will make a good name.
Why? Well when tests are executed, all tests across all projects in the solution are lumped together and
only the test name, not the test group, will be visible. Depending on the number of tests in your project, a
simple name like “Row Counts” wonʼt be sufficient enough to quickly identify and find the test should it fail.
For an especially large project you may wish to extend your naming scheme even further, for example
Project_Group_TestName. Also note that when the tests are compiled, any spaces are removed thus an

underscore may make your test names more readable.
To fulfill this requirement, we need to match the rows in the source to the rows in the target. Thus weʼll
need to execute the two row count queries stored in the assets area, then compare the results.
Begin by dropping an Execute Query (Scalar) action into the Execution Tracks area. These actions are
used to run queries that return a single value, such as a SELECT COUNT or executing a stored
procedure which returns a single value.
In the LegiTest Element Editor, for the Connection Asset select the LegiTest Source. For the Query Asset,
select the MySites Count. Next, give this action a good Resource Key, such as MySitesCount. As a last
step give this a good name, such as Exec MySites Count. (A typical pattern for naming Execute Query
actions is to use the word Exec followed by the name of the query to be run.)

The last row, Timeout, represents the number of seconds the query will run before LegiTest times it out.
For most queries 30 seconds is sufficient, but if you have a long running query you may need to increase
the time.
If you note the Execution Tracks header, youʼll see (1/1) after the track name. (Pointed at by the red arrow
in the image below).

Unlike other areas, the main execution track of a test supports parallel processing. LegiTest understands
that you may need to run long running queries as part of a test. Hence, it has the ability to run these in
parallel.
Even though the sample queries in this project will run extremely fast, and hence donʼt really need to be
parallelized, weʼll setup this one test just as an example.
Click the + Add button to toward the right. The counter will now show (1/2), and the Previous / Next
buttons will become active. Click Next to advance to the second execution track. In it, place another
Execute Query (Scalar) action. As a reminder, if you are tired of dragging and dropping you can also right
click in any of the tracks and add items from the toolbox in a popup menu.
In the LegiTest Element Editor, for the Connection Asset select the LegiTest Destination. For the Query
Asset, select the DimMySites Count. Next, give this action a good Resource Key, such as
DimMySitesCount. Finally, following our naming pattern, name this action Exec DimMySites Count.
Finally it is time to see if our test passes or not. To do so, click on the Assertions track. For this we are
comparing row counts, which are integers, so we can use the Integer Comparison assertion.
In the LegiTest Element Editor, note first the Comparable Value Source. By default, this will compare the
key in the Resource Key field to a static value in the Comparison Value field. In this case we want to

compare one resource key to another, so for the Comparable Value Source click in it, and change it to
Resource.
In the Comparable Resource Key field, select the MySitesCount (Scalar Value) resource. Then in the
Resource Key area, pick the DimMySitesCount (Scalar Value). This will now compare the values held in
the resource keys. The Comparison Mode indicates they type of comparison, by default it is set to Equal,
which is what is needed for this test. However it supports the standard comparisons like greater than, less
than, etc.
The Comparison Value doesnʼt apply when doing a Comparable Value Source of Resource. If this was still
set to Static Value, what is in here would be compared to the key Resource Key (and by inference in
Static Value mode the Comparable Resource Key field is ignored).
Finally, Tolerance is used to set a +/- value, this allows for either a set value or percentage. Essentially
how close can the numbers be and still pass the test. In this case weʼll leave it alone. As a last step
rename the assertion to Compare Row Counts.
Now that the first test is created, we can test our test. First though, we need to generate the C# code that
will actually become our test. Doing so is simple, just click the Save button. Yes, itʼs just that easy. (And
Save All works too!)
After saving take a look at the solution explorer. Expanding the various branches you will see quite a few
files have been added to the project.

Donʼt worry, it isnʼt necessary for you to understand any of these, just know that LegiTest generated this
content. If you did want to look, the DimMySitesPackage.Generated.cs would be the prime file to review,
however delving into the generated code is outside the scope of this post, and will be saved for the future.
Now we can actually run the test. To do so, simply click the Run All Tests button above the group
organization area. Visual Studio will build the code, then execute the test. In a moment it will open up a
new tab Test Explorer. If the window is already open, you will likely need to switch to it manually. In the
below screen shot you will hopefully see a successful run.

Test Two – Data Compare
It is now time to add the second test, comparing data between the source and target. In the test organizer,
click the Add Test button. Rename this new test DimMySites_DataCompare. After it is created, click on it
to be sure it is the currently selected test.
In the Execution Tracks for this test, place an Execute Query (Grid) action. This action will get a dataset
from a query and place the entire dataset into memory. Select the LegiTest Source as the Connection
Asset, and the MySites Data for the Query Asset. Finally, give this a good Resource Key, in this example
MySItesData. Finally give the action itself a good name, Exec MySites Data.

In the preceding paragraph you may have noticed the statement “… and place the entire dataset into
memory”. If you have a query that returns an especially large dataset, LegiTest has an option, Disk Based.
Instead of placing the dataset in memory, it instead spools the data to disk.
As you might surmise, the query and later comparison will run a tad slower, but will be scalable for larger
datasets.
Weʼll now repeat the above steps, only this time for the destination data. Rather than creating a second
execution track as we did in the previous example, weʼll just add this query to the existing execution track.
For the Connection Asset use LegiTest Destination. In the Query Asset select DimMySites Data, and
finally use DimMySitesData for the Resource Key. Name the new action Exec DimMySitesData.

Now for the Assert. In the Assert track, place a Grid Comparison assert. Next, click in the Left Grid row
inside the LegiTest Element Editor. Click the … button and select the MySitesData (Grid) option.
Next, click in the Comparison Manifest Action row, and select the Compare MySites to DimMySites
(Comparison Manifest) option. Finally, in the Right Grid, select the DimMySitesData (Grid). Note that youʼll
want to click outside the row area for LegiTest to commit the change to the property.
Save your work, and Run All Tests again. Now it will execute both tests, and if all went well both should be
green.
Test Three – Ensure the Row Did Not Change
In our next test, we want to validate the logic of our package such that if a row does not need to be
updated, it isnʼt. Our method for testing this is to get the LastUpdate date-time for that row prior to the
package execution, then again after it executes. This should be the same value both before and after.

In the Group Initialization section, we already obtained the value before the package executed. Now weʼll
grab it afterward. Start by adding a new test, and naming it DimMySites_UnchangedRows_LastUpdate.
(Weʼre going to have a second test for unchanged rows momentarily, hence the _LastUpdate at the end
to differentiate.)
In the Execution Track, place an Execute Query (Scalar) action. Use LegiTest Destination for the
connection, and DimMySites LastUpdate for the query. Name the Resource Key
DimMySitesLastUpdatePostRun. Finally rename it to Exec DimMySites LastUpdate Post Run.
Now for the Assert. Place a Scalar Comparison Assert into the Assertions track. Use the Exec
DimMySites LastUpdate Pre Run and Exec DimMySites LastUpdate Post Run resource keys for the
compariable and resource key values, respectively. Be sure to change the Comparable Value Source to
Resource.
Finally, we want to change the Comparison Type to the appropriate data type. In this case they are both
date time values, so update this to DateTime. Rename the assert to Compare DimMySites Last Update,
save and again run all tests. The Test Explorer should now report this one as passed as well.
Test Four – Validate the Unchanged Rows Variable
For this test weʼll validate our row did not change by getting the value of the UnchangedRows variable we
setup in the package. Add a new test and name it DimMySites_UnchangedRows_Variable.
Instead of a query, we will instead want to get the value of a variable after the package has executed. To
do so, place a Get Properties action into the execution track of the test. Inside the LegiTest Element
Editor, in the Target Package dropdown select the MyFirstSSISLegiTestPackage.
Under the Properties To Get, click the Add button. The editor will update, with the package name at the top.
Drill down into the Variables area, and click on the @User::UnchangedRows. When you do, the area at
the bottom will update to show all of the variables properties. Click on the Value.
Finally,we will need to uniquely identify this value by giving it a Resource Key. At the very top of the editor,
enter a resource key of UnchangedRowsValue. Click OK to save and return to the

The new value should be listed in the Get Properties editor inside the LegiTest Element Editor. Note that
you can actually get multiple properties all with the same Get Properties action, just click Add again and
repeat the process. However for this test this single item is all that is needed. Just wrap this action up by
renaming it to Get UnchangedRows.
Now for the Assert. Place an Integer Comparison into the Assertions track. This time instead of comparing
two resources, we will compare a resource to a static value, so the Comparable Resource Value can be
left at its default of StaticValue. Change the Comparison Value to 1, which is the number of rows that
should not be changed. Then select the UnchangedRowsValue for the resource key.

As before, we can test the test by using the Run All Tests button above the arrangement area.
Test Five – Package Execution Time
This final test will be a repeat of the test above, only instead of a variable we will get the package
execution time.
Add a new test, DimMySites_ExecutionTime. Add a Get Properties action to the Execution Track. After
selecting the package in the element editor, click Add, then click on the package itself. In the properties
that appear for the package, select ExecutionDuration, and finally give a resource key of
MyFirstSSISLegiTest_ExecutionTime. Wrap it up by naming the action Get Execution Time.
Next comes the assertion, again we can use the integer comparison. This will be another static compare,
using the just added MyFirstSSISLegiTest_ExecutionTime resource key. In the value, we need to enter the
time in milliseconds, thus 5000 for 5 seconds.
One final but important step. In the assertion we want the time to be less than the comparison value. As
long as the run time is less than 5000 ms we are good. Thus be sure to change the Comparison Mode to
Less Than.
After saving, weʼll run it a bit differently than the previous examples. First go to the Solution Explorer. Right
click on the project holding your LegiTest test (in this example we named it My First SSIS LegiTest Tests)
and pick Build.
Now go to the Test Explorer. After the build, the new test should appear under the Not Run Tests branch
(you may have to expand it). Simply right click on it, and pick Run Selected Tests.

Your test should now execute and give you a green result.
As you can see, going to Test Explorer gives a bit more fine-tune control over which tests are executed. If

you go to the Test Explorer and donʼt see your test, be sure to build your project. The other reason why a
test may not appear is due to build errors, so be sure to also check the output window for issues there.
Conclusion
Whew! Weʼve finally reached the finish line. Admittedly all written out like this makes it look like a lot of
work. But in fact the working methods will quickly become second nature. In fact even a relatively new
user to LegiTest should be able to create this test in well under an hour. With that small investment of time
there will be a test that can be run over and over.
Not only can this test be used to validate this particular package, but it can also buffer against changes
made elsewhere in your system. For example, letʼs say you had over 500 packages in your project, plus
databases. Thereʼs no way to easily test all 500 every time. With LegiTest, it is a simple matter of
launching your automated LegiTests. This will help ensure a change elsewhere didnʼt impact the package
being tested.
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Designing a LegiTest Test
As you begin to work with LegiTest, a natural first question is “How do you design a test?” In this article
weʼll look at just that, using the testing of an SSIS package as an example. The steps though are similar
regardless of what you are testing.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand the object being tested.
Identify the assertions which will legitimize the object being tested.
Define the actions that need to be taken in order to do the tests.
List the assets needed in order for the actions to work.

With LegiTest, the “object being tested” can be a multitude of things. SSIS Packages, data, database
objects such as stored procedures and functions, SSRS reports, SSAS cubes and dimensions, and
more.
The assertions can be thought of as the way in which we prove the object works as designed. In human
readable terms, a test might assert “If the row count from a query matches an entered number, the test
passes”.
Actions are the things a test will need to do in order to perform an assertion. For example, running
queries, loading packages, running reports, etc. Finally, assets are the things actions need in order to
run.
Connection strings, queries, and package references are all examples of assets.
For a more in depth discussion on these, please see Assets, Actions, Asserts and Resources.
The Package Being Tested
The first step is to understand the object being tested. The package being used in this post is very simple,
but performs a common job in the SSIS world. Take data from a source table, and see if that data is
already in the target database based on the Primary Key column. If the data is not present, insert it into the
target table. If that data is present, but is different from what is already in the target update the target.
Otherwise, if the source and target are the same, increment the unchanged rows variable but otherwise
take no action.
Here is a screen shot of the data flow task inside the package we are working with.

As mentioned, this package uses two databases, one a source and one a target, each with one table. In
the first database, LegiTestSource, weʼll create one table.
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[MySites](
[PrimaryKey] [int] NOT NULL,
[Name] [nvarchar](250) NOT NULL,
[URL] [nvarchar](250) NULL
) ON [PRIMARY]
Here is an example of the kind of data that might go in it.
INSERT INTO [dbo].[MySites]
([PrimaryKey], [Name], [URL])
VALUES
(1, 'Pragmatic Works', 'http://pragmaticworks.com')
, (2, 'LegiTest', 'http://legitest.com')
, (3, 'Arcane Code', 'http://arcanecode.com')
;
For our target database, LegiTestTarget, we will create a fake “dimension” table.
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[DimMySites](
[PrimaryKey] [int] NOT NULL,
[Name] [nvarchar](250) NOT NULL,
[URL] [nvarchar](250) NULL,
[LastUpdate] [datetime] NOT NULL DEFAULT (getdate())
) ON [PRIMARY]
Of course, this isnʼt a real dimension table in any sense of the word, in this example weʼll just use the Dim

name for illustration purposes.
The package needs two connection managers, one for each database. For this sample they were just
made local to the package. Note they were renamed to remove the ‘local.ʼ SSIS automatically places on
the front. The package also has one variable, which will be used to track the number of unchanged rows.
In the package we create, it will do a lookup. If the row doesnʼt exist, it will then insert the row into
DimMySites. If it does exist, flow goes to the conditional split. In the conditional split the name and URL are
compared to see if anything changed.
(Name != DimName) || (URL != DimURL)
The purpose of the derived column transform is to calculate the LastUpdate date for the target table. The
variable is LastUpdate, and the expression is simply (DT_DATE)GETDATE().
The contents of the OLEDB CMD destination should be relatively obvious. The command is a simple
update statement.
UPDATE [dbo].[DimMySites]
SET [Name] = ?, [URL] = ?, [LastUpdate] = ?
WHERE [PrimaryKey] = ?
A final note, this is not the optimal way to design a good data warehouse package. Normally the OLEDB
Command would not be used, due to its slowness. However this works well for this foray into LegiTest.
Now that we understand the object being tested, in this example the package, how would we go about
testing it? What are the types of assertions we could run against this package to ensure it works as
designed?
Assertions
A first, and obvious one is to make sure that after the package executes the number of rows in both tables
is the same. Another obvious assertion would be to make sure the data in both tables is the same after
the package executes (excluding the LastUpdate column which only exists in the target).
So what else should we test? Looking at the package, there is logic around existing rows. We would of
course want to ensure data is updated properly, but that would be covered in the previous test on
matching the source to the target. Another part of the logic though, routes unchanged rows to a counter.
A test around this could actually consist of two assertions. The first should validate that the row did not
change between the time the package started, and the time it ended. The second should check the row
counter. To make this testable, we will need some special data loaded into the target table.
INSERT INTO [dbo].[DimMySites]
([PrimaryKey], [Name], [URL])
VALUES
(1, 'Pragmatic Works', 'http://pragmaticworks.com')
, (3, 'arcanecode', 'http://arcanecode.com')
;
Referring back to the data loaded into the source, the row with Primary Key 1 is the same data. Thus this
row should not change during the update process.
The row with Primary Key 3 will be updated, but again that will be tested and validated when the target
table is compared to the source table.
As a final test, we want our package to execute in under a set amount of time. Thus we want to get the
execute time to ensure it meets the defined parameters.

To sum up the assertions we want to execute within our tests, they are:
1. Assert that the source and target tables have the same number of rows after the package
executes. (For the test database we have setup, this will be 3 rows.)
2. Assert that the data, excluding the LastUpdate column (which doesnʼt exist in the source),
matches between the source and target.
3. Assert that the row that should not be changed (Primary Key 1) was not altered, based on the
LastUpdate column.
4. Assert that the UnchangedRows variable containing the unchanged rows row count has a value of
1 after the package executes.
5. Assert that the package executed in under a set amount of time.
At this point we have now identified the assertions that are needed within each test. Now in order to do
these tests, what actions do we need to take before we can actually run assertions within our tests?
Actions
Prior to running individual tests, there are actions that need to be done. These would likely be done at the
Group Initialization area of LegiTest.
First, weʼll need to set the source and target databases to a known state. Often the source database will
already be in a known state, which is the case here, so we wonʼt have to do anything within the test.
However we will want to ensure the target database is reset correctly prior to the tests being done.
After the target database is setup, we need to determine how to know whether the row that will be used in
our unchanged row has been changed or not. Thus we will need to execute a query to get the LastUpdate
date-time for that row before the test executes.
Packages can exist in many different places. As a next step weʼll need to get a reference to the package
itself. Once we have that package loaded in memory, weʼll need to run it.
Summarizing, these are the actions that need to be executed prior to running individual tests.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reset the target table to a known state.
Execute a query to get the Last Update data for the row that shouldnʼt change.
Load the package into memory.
Execute the package.

Now that the group actions are identified, we know that each test itself will need to run its own series of
actions before the assertion in that test can take place. Individual tests within LegiTest follows a typical
pattern.
1. Execute one or more actions to determine the state of data after the object (in this example a
package) executes.
2. Run one or more assertions which use the output of the actions to determine if the assertion is
true or false.
Specific to this test, the actions we take for the first four tests will execute a query action against the
database. The final test will perform a get properties action to get the execution time.
Assets
With the bulk of the work completed, the final task is to identify the assets needed for the actions to work.
The LegiTest being designed here works with two databases, so a connection string for each database
will be manifested as connection assets.
In the actions area it was mentioned there will be actions which determine the state of the data. These are
queries, and thus a series of query assets need to be generated.

One of the assertions we listed was to compare data between the source and target. To do this, LegiTest
needs to know how to map the columns between the two systems. To do that weʼll use an asset called a
comparison manifest.
Finally, in order to load a package weʼll need to tell LegiTest where it is. That is done through a package
reference asset.
Our asset list can thus be summarized as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Connections to the source and target database.
Queries to get row counts for both the source and target tables.
Queries to get data for both the source and target tables.
Query to get the LastUpdate column.
A comparison manifest that will be used to compare the row and source data.
A reference to the DimMySites package.

Summary
As you can see, this is a logical progression you can use to design any LegiTest test. First, before the
design of any test begins you must understand what is being tested. Second, identify the ways in which
we will be able to validate the object being tested works as designed. After this step it should start to
become clear which actions are needed in order to perform the validation. As the fourth and final step,
identify the assets which are needed in order to perform the actions and asserts.
To repeat the list we started with:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand the object being tested.
Identify the assertions which will legitimize the object being tested.
Define the actions that need to be taken in order to do the tests.
List the assets needed in order for the actions to work.

Sidebar: The Real World
In an optimal world, it would be nice to be able to have everything identified before we did any coding, and
laid out so neatly, as we were able to do in this article. We all know though the real world isnʼt so neat. The
steps listed though can be performed on an iterative basis. Instead of identifying everything up front, this
could be done on a test by test basis.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Understand the object being tested.
Identify the assertion(s) for an individual test.
Define the actions needed for that test to perform its assertion.
Create the assets for that particular test, or identify and reuse any assets that may already exist.
Return to step 1 for creation of the next test.

Whatʼs Next?
In this tutorial we walked through the design of a LegiTest test, using a SSIS package as illustration. In the
next tutorial weʼll implement this design by building a complete LegiTest test around it.
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Using Parameters

Using Parameters
LegiTest includes the ability to parameterize tests. Element properties within the tests can use the
parameters to allow easy porting between environments. This tutorial uses the Pragmatic Works
HigherEd demonstration project. The tutorial creates tests for an SSIS package ensuring it extracts and
then loads data into a data warehouse. By the end of this tutorial the tests will use parameters to allow for
easier deployment.
Users unfamiliar with LegiTest's layout should first familiarize themselves with the tutorial overview. Users
already familiar with the LegiTest layout can continue to the parameter tutorial.
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Overview

Parameters Overview
Within the test suite / group, select the "Parameters" node to view parameter settings. This area allows
user to create and manage parameters. We'll be revisiting this area shortly, for now let's look at the
remaining pieces of the test.

If you select the "HigherEdETL" node, the view will change test suite level elements. Test suite level
assets are available for use across all groups and tests. This test suite contains three assets:
·
HigherEd: A Connection asset referencing the HigherEd database
·
HigherEdDW: A Connection asset referencing the HigherEdDW database
·
SSIS Catalog: A Connection asset referencing the SSIS Catalog that stores the package

As of now, the HigherEdDW connection references our local data source. This will later be overridden
with a parameter for easier deployment.

If you select the "HigherEdETL_Dim_Doner" node, the view will display group elements. Click here more
information on a test group's test flow. Group level elements are only available for the specific group and
its tests. This group contains a single asset:
·
Dim_Donor: An SSIS Package Reference that references the SSIS package

Selecting the "HigherEdETL_Dim_Donor_DataCompare" node displays test elements.
Important Note:
Usually, test suites contain more than one test. This test suite has minimal complexity to better illustrate
the use of parameters.
The "HigherEdETL_Dim_Donor_DataCompare" contains five main areas, though this test uses only four.

·

Test Assets: Assets used by all elements within this test.
DimDonor Manifest: A Comparison Manifest that describes how to compare the Donor and
o
Dim_Donor table
HigherEdDW Dim_Donor Grid: The Query Asset containing a T-SQL query that extracts the
o
Dim_Donor table
HigherEd Donor Grid: The Query Asset containing a T-SQL query that extracts the Donor
o
table

·

Test Initialization Steps: These elements run before all execution tracks.
Load Dim_Donor: A Load Package action that loads the Dim_Donor package. LegiTest
o
needs to load an SSIS Package before it can run within the execution track

·

Execution Tracks: Each execution track runs asynchronously. Within a single execution track the
actions run from left to right. This particular test contains only a single execution track.
Execute Dim_Donor: An Execute Package action that executes the Dim_Donor package
o
Load HigherEdDW Dim_Donor (Grid): The Execute Query (Grid) loads the Dim_Donor table
o
for comparison
Load HigherEd Donor (Grid): The Execute Query (Grid) loads the Donor table for
o
comparison

·

Test Teardown Steps: Elements within this area execute after all execution tracks. This sample test
contains no elements within this area.

·

Asserts: These elements determine whether the test passes or fails.
Grid Comparison: A Grid Comparison assert that compares whether Dim_Donor and Donor
o

are identical
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Parameter Tutorial

Parameter Tutorial
As created, the test contains hard-coded package and connection references. Rather than using hardcoded references, parameters allow for flexible deployment across environments. This tutorial walks
through the process of configuring the connections to reference parameters.
Important Note
Parameters can be defined both in LegiTest suites as well as individual parameter files within the project.
To add a parameter file to the project you can right click on the project node in solution explorer and
click Add -> LegiTest Parameters File...
1.

From the parameter area, click the "Add" button

2.

Create the following parameters:

Parameter Name
DataSource

Type
System.String

HigherEdDW_ConnectionString System.String
InitialCatalog

Direct Property Replacement

System.String

Value
localhost
Data Source=localhost;Initial
Catalog=HigherEdDWTesting;Integr
ated Security=True
HigherEdDWTesting

Users can map parameters to properties within the LegiTest's Parameter area. This is the most basic
form of parameter mapping. Direct property replacement completely replaces the entire property value
with the value specified.
1.

From the test suite's parameter area, click the Parameter Mappings' "Add" button

2.

The next window displays an organized list of all available element properties. Navigate to the
HigherEdDW connection asset and select its ConnectionString property.

3.

Within the parameter drop down list, select the HigherEdDW_ConnectionString parameter

4.

Click "Ok"

Parameter Token Replacement

Using parameter token replacement, users can replace portions of a property. This allows users to
replace pieces of a property instead of the entire property. When using this method, LegiTest interprets
these as a parameter.
{{ParameterName}}

All actions that rely on the HigherEdDW asset now use the HigherEdDW_ConnectionString parameter.
The Dim_Donor package still contains connection managers pointing to the original database. The
package's connection managers need parameter mappings as well.
1.
2.

Within SSDT or BIDS, select each of the connection managers and view its properties.
Copy out the connection's connection string property. This connection string property will form the
baseline for the parameter token replacement. Do this for both connection strings.

Below are the original values for the connection strings.

Connection String
HigherEdDW_ADO

HigherEdDW_OLEDB

Value
Data Source=localhost,1433;Initial Catalog=HigherEdDW;Integrated
Security=True;Application Name=SSIS-InvalidPackage-{C15B09F5-6159-4B38A44F-69C9A98C8612}localhost,1433.HigherEdDW;
Data Source=localhost,1433;Initial
Catalog=HigherEd;Provider=SQLNCLI11.1;Integrated Security=SSPI;Auto
Translate=False;

3.

Back within LegiTest, select the HigherEdETL_Dim_Donor_DataCompare node.

4.

Add a Set Property action within the Group Initialization steps.

5.

Replace the Data Source and Initial Catalog within the connection strings. Below, with emphasis,
are the replaced values for the connection strings.

Connection String
HigherEdDW_ADO

HigherEdDW_OLEDB

Value
Data Source={{DataSource}},1433;Initial Catalog={{InitialCatalog}};Integrated
Security=True;Application Name=SSIS-InvalidPackage-{C15B09F5-6159-4B38A44F-69C9A98C8612}localhost,1433.HigherEdDW;
Data Source={{DataSource}};Initial
Catalog={{InitialCatalog}};Provider=SQLNCLI11.1;Integrated Security=SSPI;Auto
Translate=False;

6.

Select both Connections and replace the ConnectionString with their modified value

7.

There should be two ConnectionString property values that were changed. Once for
HigherEdDW_ADO and again for HigherEdDW_OLEDB.

Environment Token Replacement
Using environment token replacement, users can use system environment variables to replace portions of
a property. This allows users to replace pieces of a property instead of the entire property. When using
this method, LegiTest interprets these as a parameter.
%EnvironmentVariableName%

The steps to using environment token replacement are identical to parameter token replacement.
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Settings Files and Global Parameters
Settings files
The previous tutorial explained how to use parameters within Visual Studio. Within the MSTest and nUnit
command line LegiTest can use setting files. These setting files control parameters during runtime.
LegiTest even generates the file for you when building the project. This parameters file is located within the
output folder.

1.

When a test runs, LegiTest looks in the following locations for setting files (in this order):
The directory where the test assembly is located
%PROGRAMDATA%\PragmaticWorks\LegiTest (e.g. C:
\ProgramData\PragmaticWorks\LegiTest)
%USERPROFILE%\Documents\PragmaticWorks\LegiTest (e.g. C:
o
\Users\jsmith\Documents\PragmaticWorks\LegiTest)

o
o

After this search is done, the same set of directories is searched again, for legitestSettings files that
have the correct 'applicableTestSuiteId' attribute.
Helpful Tip
In order to find the correct 'applicableTestSuiteId' for a test group / suite, open up the file in notepad and
look for the 'uniqueId' attribute on the TestSuite node in the xml.
Any settings that are found in a location later in the list will over-ride any that are found previously.
So - for example, a setting called 'TargetServer' in the directory where the assembly is located will be
over-ridden by a setting called 'TargetServer' in the user profile directory. However, a setting called
'TargetServer' in a file that has the applicableTestSuiteId attribute correctly set and exists in the
assembly directory would over-ride the same setting from a file in the user profile where the
applicableTestSuiteId was not present.
To clarify, the following is a list of locations, in increasing order of importance:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Assembly directory without applicableTestSuiteId attribute
%PROGRAMDATA% without applicableTestSuiteId attribute
%USERPROFILE% without applicableTestSuiteId attribute
Assembly directory with applicableTestSuiteId attribute
%PROGRAMDATA% with applicableTestSuiteId attribute
%USERPROFILE% with applicableTestSuiteId attribute

Important Note
Pragmatic Works recommends using the Program Data location to store legitestSettings files. These

Important Note
directories can hold many *.legitestSettings files, the file names are not important. LegiTest only
searches for files with the *.legitestSettings extension. We recommend renaming setting files after the
tests they belong to.
2.

Below is sample content of a settings file:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<ParameterSet applicableTestSuiteId="a3856bd9-e9fe-460e-bf83-5104eff9458a">
<Parameters>
<Parameter name="HigherEdDW_ConnectionString" type="System.String"
value="Data Source=localhost;Initial Catalog=HigherEdDWTesting;Integrated
Security=True" />
<Parameter name="DataSource" type="System.String" value="localhost" />
<Parameter name="InitialCatalog" type="System.String"
value="HigherEdDWTesting" />
</Parameters>
<Mappings>
<Mapping parameterName="HigherEdDW_ConnectionString"
targetElementId="bea91e70-8d45-480f-8c63-f568388cf8dd"
targetPropertyName="ConnectionString" />
</Mappings>
</ParameterSet>

1.

applicableTestSuiteId: Associates the collection of parameters and mappings with the test suite
that has that specific identifier. Only test suites with the corresponding id will use this setting file.
Important Note

Global Parameters are parameters within a settings file that don't include an applicableTestSuiteId. In
such a scenario, all test suites executed on that machine would use those global parameters. More
details regarding the usage of global LegiTest Setting files and parameters can be found below.
2.

targetElementId: Associates a parameter value to a specific element within the test suite using the
element's unique identifier. The targetPropertyName attribute reference's the specific property that the
parameter value will replace.

Global parameters
In the previous tutorial, we parameterized only the connection strings of a test suite. LegiTest can use
parameters throughout all its actions, asserts, and assets. The Query asset is another good example
where parameters would be useful.
Through the use of parameters, users can transition between many environments. Parameters help keep
the testing process flowing through the various stages of development.
Global Parameters are parameters applied to all test suite executions on a machine. When modifying a
settings file, removing the applicableTestSuiteId creates a global settings file. The most common use
would be between publishing LegiTest assemblies to LegiTest Server.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<ParameterSet>
<Parameters>
<Parameter name="HigherEdDW_ConnectionString" type="System.String"
value="Data Source=localhost;Initial Catalog=HigherEdDWTesting;Integrated
Security=True" />
<Parameter name="DataSource" type="System.String" value="localhost" />

<Parameter name="InitialCatalog" type="System.String"
value="HigherEdDWTesting" />
</Parameters>
</ParameterSet>

Global parameters allow the establishment of commonly named parameters across all environments.
After publishing to a new environment, future executions use that environment's settings file. The most
common use would be redirecting connection strings between database deployments.
Important Note
Pragmatic Works recommends using the Program Data location for global legitestSettings files. Though
users can have more, we recommend only one global file per machine.
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Parameter Replacement Methods
Elements, Assets and Assertions within LegiTest can use parameters in one of three replacement
methods

·
·

Direct Property Replacement: Users can map a parameter to a property within the test suite / group
Parameter Token Replacement: Users can insert tokens within a property value. When using this
method, LegiTest interprets these as a parameter.
{{ParameterName}}

·

Environment Variable Replacement: Users can insert system environment variables within a
property value. When using this method, LegiTest interprets these as environment variables.
%EnvironmentVariableName%

At test execution, LegiTest replaces all parameters with the supplied value. This parameter replacement
occurs regardless of the method used. For examples of the parameter replacement methods in use,
please see the Parameter Tutorial.
Important Note
Direct Property Replacement is the only method of mapping a parameter to a value that is not a string.
Formatting Parameters
Sometimes it is necessary to format our parameters. For example, consider the SQL Query:
SELECT * FROM [MyTable] WHERE [LastModifiedDate] >= '{{ProcessingDate}}'

In this example, we would like the parameter to be formatted as four digits for the year, two for the month
and two for the day. We can use filters that are defined by the DotLiquid markup to format the parameters
as we would like:
SELECT * FROM [MyTable] WHERE [LastModifiedDate] >= '{{ProcessingDate | date:"yyyyMMdd"}}'

A reference of the available filters can be found on the DotLiquid for Designers page.
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Actions

Actions
The various action elements are used to perform actions such as move, create, delete, or copy
directories or files. These actions are also used to gather data using SQL commands to be compared in
the assertion steps.
Table of Contents
·
Cloud
Execute REST Query (Grid)
o
Execute REST Query (Scalar)
o
Execute SalesForce Query Grid
o
·
Data Management
Data Generation
o
Execute Query Command
o
Execute Query Grid
o
Execute Query Scalar
o
Extract Grid Checksum
o
Filter Grid
o
Get Grid Row Count
o
Load Delimited File
o
Load Grid From Asset
o
·
Directory
Directory Copy
o
Directory Create
o
Directory Delete
o
Directory Move
o
·
File
File Copy
o
File Create
o
File Delete
o
File Line / Match Count
o
File Move
o
·
Miscellaneous
Execute Process
o
Load Asset
o
Read Historical Results
o
Timing End
o
Timing Start
o
XPath Extract
o
·
SSAS
Process Cube
o
Process Database
o
Process Dimension
o
·
SSIS
Execute Package
o
Execute Task
o
Get Properties
o
Load Package
o
Set Properties
o
·
SSRS
Execute Report
o
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Cloud Actions
Cloud actions are responsible for gathering data by connecting to Salesforce or other sites that provide a
REST API. Each action can be used to fulfill a unique roll within a test:
·
They can prepare tests by ensuring the expected results are up to date.
·
Clean-up an environment before or after a test execution.
Table of Contents

·
·
·

Execute REST Query (Grid)
Execute REST Query (Scalar)
Execute Salesforce Query Grid
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Execute REST Query (Grid)
The Execute Rest Grid performs HTTP Request. It parses and stores the response (table) values into a
resource grid.

Rest Connection - The cloud connection created in the test group level or test level asset.
Endpoint URL - The web address that accepts the web request. Endpoints can use the following
actions:
§ Get - Retrieves information from the endpoint.
§ Post - A request that the endpoint perform "something" with the provided information.
Settings Tab
Results Format - Users select whether results will be returned in Json or Xml format.

Content Type - The information needed to send in the header (ie. application\json, application\javascript,
application\xml, etc.)
Root Json Path - Json can return results that have several root objects. Each object contains
corresponding data. Identifying the root will only return the results for that root.
Example:
{
"data":
{
"id" : "1",
"data1column": "test1"
}
"data2":
{
"data2key": "1",
"data2column:" "test2"
}
}
Setting the root Json path to "data" will only return the results "id" and "data1column." Setting the root Json
path to "data2" will only return "data2key" and "data2column" results.
Timeout (s) - Sets the amount of time (in seconds) the request should fail if there is no response from
the web service.
Number of retires - Sets the number of attempts to connect before the execution fails and reports an
error.
Resource key - Identifies the tile's name. This name helps users if it needs to be used in the Execution
Track, Assert, or Teardown steps of the test.
Grid Column(s) - The user defined column names, token paths, and data types for each column. Using
the Json example above, users can add 2 columns with the data root Json path.
Example:
Column Name
ID
NameOfTest

Token Path
id
data1column

Data Type
System.Int64
System.String

Column Name are user-defined. The token path must be exactly the same as the path it is pointing to in
the returned Json data. (Notice "id" and "data1column" paths identified in the Json example above.)
Headers Tab - Headers are simply information about the type of data returned.
Users can add and remove headers by clicking the corresponding buttons. Once a header is added, click
in its corresponding name and value fields to configure them.

Cursor / Paging Settings
Token Path - Identifies the child token being used.
Is Return Value URL - Select option if the Token Path is a URL.
Query String Parameter - Identifies the (optional) parameters needed to complete the Json request.
Cursor Finished Value - The value needed to identify the output data is complete.

Test Results Tab

Click the Test button to see the results returned based on the configuration in the previous tabs.
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Execute REST Query (Scalar)
The Execute Rest Query (Scalar) performs HTTP Requests that parses and stores the response value
into a resource grid.

Rest Connection - The cloud connection created in the test group level or test level asset.
Endpoint URL - The web address that accepts the web request. Endpoints can use the following
actions:
§ Get - Retrieves information from the endpoint.
§ Post - A request that the endpoint perform "something" with the provided information.
Settings Tab
Results Format - Users select whether results are returned in Json or Xml format.

Content Type - The information needed to be sent in the header (ie. application\json,
application\javascript, application\xml, etc.)
Root Json Path - Json can return results that have numerous root objects with corresponding data for
each root. Identifying the root will only return the results for that root.
Example:
{
"data":
{
"id" : "1",
"data1column": "test1"
}
"data2":
{
"data2key": "1",
"data2column:" "test2"
}
}
Setting the root Json path to "data" will only return the results "id" and "data1column."
Timeout (s) - Sets the time (in seconds) the request action should take place before it is determined to
be a failure.
Number of retires - Sets the number of attempts to connect before the execution fails and reports an
error.
Resource key - Identifies the tile's name to be easily identified should it need to be called in the Execution
Track, Assert, or Teardown steps of the test.
Grid Column(s) - The user defined column names, token paths, and data types for each column. Using
the Json example above, users can add 2 columns with the data root Json path.
Example:
Column Name
ID
NameOfTest

Token Path
id
data1column

Data Type
System.Int64
System.String

Column Name can be user-defined, however, the token path must be exactly the same as the path it is
pointing to in the returned Json data (notice "id" and "data1column" paths identified in the Json example
above.)
Headers Tab - Headers are simply information about the type of data returned.
Users can add and remove headers by clicking the corresponding buttons. Once a header is added, click
in its corresponding name and value fields to configure them.

Test Results Tab

Scalar Value - Users can add their own data to populate the column only when testing their configuration.
Click the Test button to see the results returned based on the user's configuration in the previous tabs.
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Execute Salesforce Query Grid
The Execute Salesforce Query Grid action allows the user to execute a query to gather a data grid from
Salesforce.
Execute Salesforce Query Grid Editor

Batch Size - This option allows the user to set the amount of records retrieved from Salesforce per trip.
The max records in a batch is 2000.
Connection asset - The connection asset will contain the connection string to the Salesforce source.
Disk based - The user can select this option will then store the results on disk instead of on memory.
This option is recommended for large result sets.
Include deleted - Checking this option will include deleted records in the result set.
Query asset - The asset which contains the query to be executed.
Resource key - The name given to the results that is then stored in the Test Resources.
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Execute Salesforce Query Scalar
The Execute Salesforce Query Scalar action allows the user to execute a query that gathers a single
value from Salesforce.
Execute Salesforce Query Grid Editor

Connection asset - The connection asset will contain the connection string to the Salesforce source.
Expected type - Defines the expected datatype that is returned.
Query asset - The asset which contains the query to be executed.
Resource key - The name given to the results that is then stored in the Test Resources.
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Data Management

Data Management Actions
Data Management actions are responsible for gathering and / or manipulating data. Each action can be
used to fulfil a unique role within a test:
·
They can prepare tests by ensuring the expected results are up to date.
·
Clean-up an environment before or after a test execution.
·
Summarize data in preparation for asserts
·
Generate test data for usage within a test
Table of Contents

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Data Generation
Execute Query Command
Execute Query Grid
Execute Query Scalar
Extract Grid Checksum
Filter Grid
Get Grid Row Count
Load Delimited File
Load Grid From Asset
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Data Generation

Data Generation
The Data Generation action creates data using a BI xPress' Data Generation solution.

Required Assets
·
Connection
·
Data Generation Solution
Once the editor has loaded, the user will need to input the following properties:
1.
Connection Asset: The connection string used during data generation.
2.
Data Generation Solution Asset: The property stores the location to the BI xPress Data
Generation solution.
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Execute Query Command

Execute Query Command
The Execute Query Command action will take a query command specified by the user and run it against
the location specified by the user. This element uses various assets to accomplish quickly filling in the
required information.
Execute Query Command Editor

Connection Asset - The connection asset to be used, this determines which database the command is
run against.
Query Asset - The query command to be executed.
Timeout - Controls how long the command will run before failing with a timeout.
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Execute Query Grid

Execute Query Grid
The Execute Query Grid action will run a query against a connection, then store the information gathered
into the resource key defined in the element's editor. This element is used for retrieving a grid of
information to be compared in the assertion step. If the query pulls multiple grids, you can specify which
grid to use using the Result set index. The default is 0, which is the first result set pulled.
Execute Query Grid Editor

Connection Asset - The connection to be used for connecting to the data source.
Disk Based - Toggles whether the grid should be stored on disk or in memory. Toggle on for larger grids.
Query Asset - The query to be run against the connection.
Result Set Index - Selects which result set to use if multiple sets are returned from the query.
Timeout - Controls how long the query will run before failing with a timeout.
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Execute Query Scalar

Execute Query Scalar
This action is used to retrieve a single piece of data to be compared. The data retrieved is then stored in
the resource key defined in the element's editor.
Execute Query Scalar Editor

Connection Asset - The connection to be used for the query.
Query Asset - The query to be run against the connection.
Resource Key - The resource key where the data is stored from this element.
Timeout - Controls how long the query will run before failing with a timeout.
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Extract Grid Checksum

Extract Grid Checksum
The Extract Grid Checksum action gives a user a simple and quick way to check for changes in a grid
set. This action would be used in conjuction with an integer compare assert. The grid checksum takes in
a grid, and then returns out an integer that represents it's current state. This integer state can then be
compared to another integer to see if there has been any changes to the structure or content of the grid.
Extract Grid Checksum Editor

Grid Resource - The grid in which to extract the checksum.
Target Resource Key - The name given to the result in the Test Resources. This key is used when
populating an assert.
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Filter Grid

Filter Grid
The Filter Grid action provides a way to filter an already loaded grid. If possible, avoid using this action. For
example - if the grid being loaded comes from an Execute Query Grid action, then modifying the query to
perform the filtering at source will perform better. It is not always possible to run sufficient filtering at
source - and this is why the filter grid action is present.
Filter Grid Editor

Grid to filter - The grid which should be filtered.
Filter expression - The filter expression to use. For more information about filter expressions, please
see the filtering topic.
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Get Grid Row Count

Get Grid Row Count
The Get Grid Row Count action is a simple that action that takes in a grid and returns the amount of rows
in the grid.
Get Grid Row Count Editor

Grid - The grid to get the row count from.
Resource key - The name given to the result stored in the Test Resources.
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Load Flat File Data

Load Flat File Data
The load flat file data action will load flat file data into a resource key for comparison / validation.
The load flat file data action loads data from the following types of asset:

·
·
·

Delimited File Reference
Delimited Content
Fixed Width File Reference
Load Flat File Data Editor

Flat data - The Delimited File Reference Asset, Delimited Content Asset or Fixed Width File Reference
Asset that contains the information about the file to load.
Resource Key - Name of the resource key to store the results in.
Low memory mode - If true, then the grid is loaded in low memory mode - meaning that the data is stored
in a temporary file.
Edit Filter - Pressing this button will bring up the filtering window that allows a SQL-like filter expression
to be applied to select data.

Selected columns - This area allows the user to select which columns will be loaded from the flat file
data.
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Load Grid From Asset

Load Grid From Asset
The load grid from asset action will load the grid defined by a grid collection asset into a resource key for
comparison.
Load Grid Editor

Asset - The Grid Collection asset to be used.
Grid Index - The index of the grid to be loaded into the resource key. Default is 0.
Resource Key - Name of the resource key to store the results in.
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Directory

Directory Actions
The Directory actions give the user control over creating, moving, copying, and deleting directories for use
in developing tests.
Table of Contents
·
Directory Copy
·
Directory Create
·
Directory Delete
·
Directory Move
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Directory Copy

Directory Copy
Directory copy is used to copy one directory to another location. If the directory trying to be copied does
not exist, then it will fail the test.
Directory Copy Editor

Overwrite - Enable overwriting of directory contents at the target. If disabled, and the user tries to copy
over existing content, the test will fail.
Source - The location of the directory to be copied.
Target - The location to copy the directory to.
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Directory Create

Directory Create
This action is used to create a directory at a user defined location.
Directory Create Editor

Target - Location to create the directory at.
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Directory Delete

Directory Delete
Used to delete the target directory. This action has recursive and strict options that can be used to control
the behavior of the test.
Directory Delete Editor

Recursive - If enabled, the element will delete all sub-directories and files. If disabled and the target
directory has content, then the test will fail.
Strict - If enabled, and the target des not exist, then the test will fail. If disabled and the target does not
exist, then the test will continue on as normal.
Target - Location of directory to be deleted.
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Directory Move

Directory Move
This action will move a directory from one location to another. The user may also specify to overwrite a
directory's contents if the target location already exists.
Directory Move Editor

Overwrite - Overwrites the content of the target directory if it already exists.
Source - Location of the folder to be moved.
Target - Location to move the source folder.
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Load Directory Content

Load Directory Content
The load directory content action loads the content of a directory into a grid. This can be useful for
verifying that a list of files matches an expected set, or for use within data driven testing to allow a test to
be run for each file in a directory.

Directory reference - This is the directory reference asset that stores the path to the directory to load.
Click on the arrow to select the asset to use.
Resource key - This is the resource key of the grid that will be loaded.
Include files in sub-directories - Tick this to load files in sub-directories as well as the selected path.
Wild card - This is the wild card used to select files - it could be of the form '*.txt' or 'Report*.*'. For more
complicated restrictions, use the filter.
Edit filter - Use this button to edit the filter of files to load. For more information about filtering, please see
the filtering topic.
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File

File Actions
The various file actions give the user control over creating, deleting, moving, and copying files to be used
in the testing process.
Table of Contents
·
File Copy
·
File Create
·
File Delete
·
File Line / Match Count
·
File Move
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File Copy

File Copy
The file copy action is used to copy a file from one location into another. If the file to be copied does not
exist then the test will fail.
File Copy Editor

Overwrite - Determines if the element should overwrite an existing file at the target location. If this is not
checked, and the file already exists at the target location, then the test will fail.
Source - Location of the file to be copied.
Target - Location to copy the file to.
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File Create

File Create
The file create action is used to create a file based on a text file asset. This will create the file with the
information contained in the text file asset.
File Create Editor

File Content Asset - The text to be put into the file upon creation.
Overwrite - Determines if the element should overwrite an existing file at the target location. If this is not
checked, and the file already exists at the target location, then the test will fail.
Target - Location to create the file.
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File Delete

File Delete
This action is used to delete a file from the target location. If the file does not exist, the user can control if
the test should fail or continue using the strict option.
File Delete Editor

Strict - Determines whether the test should fail or continue if the target file does not exist. If checked, and
the file does not exist, the test will fail.
Target - The location of the file to be deleted.
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File Line / Match Count

File Line / Match Count
This action will either count lines in a file, or matches according to a specified pattern. The result of the
count is then stored in a resource key to be used for comparisons in the assert step.
File Line / Match Count Editor

Line By Line - Toggle on and off to determine if matches should be evaluated a line at a time.
Operation Type - Specifies if the element is to count lines or matches.
Pattern - This is the regular expression that will be used to count matches.
Target - The file to be counted.
Resource Key - The result of the count is stored in the resource key.
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File Move

File Move
The file move action will move the file from one location to another. The user can specify if the element
should overwrite an existing file or not.
File Move Editor

Overwrite - Toggle on and off to specify if th element can overwrite a file that already exists. If turned off,
and the file exists at the target location, then the test will fail.
Source - The location of the file to be moved.
Target - Where the file will be moved to.
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Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous Actions
Table of Contents
·
Execute Process
·
Load Asset
·
Read Historical Results
·
Timing End
·
Timing Start
·
XPath Extract
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Execute Process

Execute Process
This action will launch an exe specified by the user, the exit code of the exe launched will be stored in the
resource key defined on this element. This can then be used for comparison later in the assert step.
Execute Process Editor

Arguments - The user can enter in command line arguments to launch this program with.
Executable - The location of the .exe file to be executed.
Resource Key - User defined key that the exit code of the .exe is stored in.
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Load Asset

Load Asset
The Load Asset action allows a user to load a text file into the resource bag so that it can be used in
asserts. This helps to bypass the need of writing the content of the asset to a file before comparing it.
Load Asset Editor

Text file asset - The text file asset to be loaded.
Resource Key - The name of the resource key to be assigned.
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Read Historical Results

Read Historical Results
The Read Historical Results actions allows a user to specify a past run of an assert, grab that results, and
compare it to a more recent or previous result. This will allow a user to compare results over time to and
keep track of test quality over time.
Important Note
The Read Historical Results action only works with test suites / groups that publish their results to
LegiTest Server or LegiTest Online. For more information about server integration, please see the topic
here.
Read Historical Results Editor

Source Element - Clicking the Select Source Element will bring up a selection diaogue to allow the user
to select an assert from the suite / group.
Target Resource Key - The name assigned to the result that is stored in the Test Resources.
Retrieval Mode - There are three retrieval modes available to choose from:

§

Retrieve result from the most recent test run - This option will get the result from

the very last time this assert was run.

§

Retrieve result from a previous test run - This option will bring up another option to
be filled in: Number of Runs. This field determines which run to get, 1 would be the
previous run, 2 would be two runs ago and so on.

§

Retrieve the result from a test run between two dates/times - This option will bring
up two new fields, Start Date and End Date. Here a user will select a start and end
time for searching for a result, then the first assert in that time frame will be used.

Default Result Source - The default result source is used when the action is not able to retrieve an
existing assert in the options provided
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Timing End

Timing End
The Timing End action is used along side the Timing Start action. This actions serves as the endpoint for
measuring the number of seconds that have elapsed between the start and end.
Timing End Editor

Timing start point - The starting point to begin timing. This will bring up a list of available Timing Start
actions to choose from.
Resource Key - The name given to the number of seconds measured that are stored in the Test
Resources.
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Timing Start

Timing Start
The Timing Start action is used along side of a Timing End action. When the test hits the Timing Start
action, it starts counting the number of seconds elapsed, and once the test hits a Timing End action, the
number of seconds are then stored in the Test Resources using the Resource Key specified by the
Timing End action.
Timing Start Editor

There is nothing to edit for a Timing Start action. The connection of a start to an end is handled in the
Timing End action.
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XPath Extract

XPath Extract
The XPath Extract action is used with an Execute Report action to extract information from the report. The
user will select the resource key of the report that was previously executed, and then supply the xpath of
the information they want to retrieve. The information extracted is then stored in another resource key that
can then be used with one of the assert actions to verify the validity of the data. If multiple nodes are
matched, then only the value of the first will be returned. If no information is found at the node that the path
is directed to, then the user can specify if the test should fail or continue.
XPath Extract Editor

Fail if node not found - This allows the user to specify whether or not to fail the test if a node can not be
found.
Path - The XPath to apply to the XML to retrieve the value.
Resource Key - The resource key of the XML.
Target Resource Key - The resource key to store the extracted value.
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SSAS

SSAS Actions
The SSAS actions bring cubes, dimensions, databases or tables to a full processed state. Users can
choose which processing mode to use depending on their preferences. These actions prepare a test by
ensuring they are only testing against updated objects.
Table of Contents
·
Process Cube
·
Process Database
·
Process Dimension
·
Process Table
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Process Cube

Process Cube
The Process cube action helps bring a cube to a fully processed state. This action helps prepare a test by
ensuring it is only testing against an updated cube.
Important Note
The Process Cube action supports the following model types using the listed compatibilty levels:
·
Multidimensional Model with compatibility level 1050 and higher
·
Tabular Model with compatibility levels below 1200
Use the Process Table action to process Tabular tables set to compatibility levels 1200 or higher.

Once the editor has loaded, the user will need to input the following properties:
1.
Server: The server location for the cube the user is planning to process. Click "Connect" to load all
cubes stored on the server.
2.
Process Mode: Users can choose which processing mode to use depending on their preferences:
Default: Does the smallest amount of work required to bring the selected cube to a fully
o
processed state
Full: Discards the data from the selected cube and completely rebuilds it
o
Data: Discards the data from the selected cube and rebuilds the data without building
o
indexes
Clear: Discards the data from the selected cube
o
Index: Rebuilds the indexes for the selected cube. This requires the cube to already have its
o
data built
Defrag: Optimizes the selected cube
o

3.
4.
5.

Fail on Process Fail: Determins if the test should also fail if the process cube action fails
Selected: Displays the currently selected cube.
Server Tree: After connecting, the server tree displays all available cubes.
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Process Database

Process Database
The Process Database action helps bring a cube to a fully processed state. This action helps prepare a
test by ensuring it is only testing against an updated database.

Once the editor has loaded, the user will need to input the following properties:
1.
Server: The server location for the database the user is planning to process. Click "Connect" to
load all databases stored on the server.
2.
Process Mode: Users can choose which processing mode to use depending on their preferences:
Default: Does the smallest amount of work required to bring the selected database to a fully
o
processed state
Full: Discards the data from the selected database and completely rebuilds it
o
Clear: Discards the data from the selected database
o
3.
4.
5.

Fail on Process Fail: Determins if the test should also fail if the process database action fails
Selected: Displays the currently selected database.
Server Tree: After connecting, the server tree displays all available databases.
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Process Dimension

Process Dimension
The Process Dimension action helps bring a cube to a fully processed state. This action helps prepare a
test by ensuring it is only testing against an updated dimension.

Once the editor has loaded, the user will need to input the following properties:
1.
Server: The server location for the dimension the user is planning to process. Click "Connect" to
load all dimensions stored on the server.
2.
Process Mode: Users can choose which processing mode to use depending on their preferences:
Default: Does the smallest amount of work required to bring the selected dimension to a
o
fully processed state
Full: Discards the data from the selected dimension and completely rebuilds it
o
Data: Discards the data from the selected dimension and rebuilds the data without building
o
indexes
Clear: Discards the data from the selected dimension
o
Index: Rebuilds the indexes for the selected dimension. This requires the dimension to
o
already have its data built
Update: Incrementally brings the selected dimension to a fully processed state
o
3.
4.
5.

Fail on Process Fail: Determins if the test should also fail if the process dimension action fails
Selected: Displays the currently selected dimension.
Server Tree: After connecting, the server tree displays all available dimensions.
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Process Table

Process Table
The Process Table action helps bring a cube to a fully processed state. This action helps prepare a test
by ensuring it is only testing against an updated table.
Important Note
The Process Table action supports the following model types using the listed compatibilty levels:
·
Tabular Model with compatibility levels above 1200
Use the Process Cube action to process Tabular tables set to compatibility levels below 1200.

Once the editor has loaded, the user will need to input the following properties:
1.
Server: The server location for the table the user is planning to process. Click "Connect" to load all
tables stored on the server.
2.
Process Mode: Users can choose which processing mode to use depending on their preferences:
Default: Does the smallest amount of work required to bring the selected table to a fully
o
processed state
Full: Discards the data from the selected table and completely rebuilds it
o
Data: Discards the data from the selected table and rebuilds the data without building
o
indexes
Clear: Discards the data from the selected table
o
Defrag: Optimizes the selected table
o
3.
4.
5.

Fail on Process Fail: Determins if the test should also fail if the process table action fails
Selected: Displays the currently selected table.
Server Tree: After connecting, the server tree displays all available tables.
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SSIS

SSIS Actions
The SSIS actions allow testing of packages, their properties, and their tasks. A package and be loaded
from a package reference asset and then used to get it's properties, set it's properties, or select individual
tasks to execute.
Table of Contents
·
Execute Package
·
Execute Task
·
Get Properties
·
Load Package
·
Set Properties
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Execute Package

Execute Package
The execute package action allows the user to launch a package from the test. The user can then decide
if the test should fail on package failure or continue.

Fail On Package Failure - Toggle on and off to determine behavior of test on package failure.
Package - The resource key of the package to be executed.
Resource Key - The result of the package is placed in the resource key.
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Execute Task

Execute Task
The execute task action is used together with a package reference and load package element. The user
will select the task they wish to execute and once the test runs, only the selected task will be performed.

Target Package - The resource key of the package to be used from a previous load package action.
Resource Key - The resource key in which to store the result of the package.
Fail on task failure - Specify whether or not to fail the test if the task being executed fails.
Package Selection Window - A list of available task from the chosen package will be listed here for
selection.
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Get Properties

Get Properties
The get properties action is used to get the properties of various items of a package. One such use would
be to get the value of a variable, or the type of a parameter or variable.

Target Package - The package reference key from the previous load package action.
Properties to get - A list of properties to retrieve when this action is run.
Add - When the user clicks the add button, they are taken to the add property window. From here the user
will select the package, and then the object, and then the property. The value of the property can be set to
a resource key defined at the top of the editor.
Edit - When the user clicks the edit button, they are brought back to the add screen with the selected
property in focus.
Delete - Deletes the selected property from the get list.
Example:
In this image, the data type of the count variable is being retrieved and stored in the resource bag with the
key CountValue.
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Load Package

Load Package
The load package prepares a package from a package reference asset and gives it a resource key to be
used in another element.

Package Reference Asset - The package asset previously defined.
Resource Key - Where the package is stored, the name is used to select the package in the execute
package element.
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Set Properties

Set Properties
The set properties actions allows a user to set the properties of a package during the test run. A user can
set multiple properties using just the one element.

Target Package - The reference key of the package to be used.
Properties to set - The list of properties added to the element to be set.
Add - Takes the user to the add property window where they will select the property to be changed.
Edit - Takes the use user to the add property window with the focus on the selected property.
Delete - Deletes the selected property from the set editor.

In this image the variable @User::Count is having its value set to 23456.
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SSRS

SSRS Actions
The available SSRS action item allows the user to execute a report and store the result for comparison.
Table of Contents
·
Execute Report
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Execute Report

Execute Report
The execute report action will run a report and store the XML of the report into the resource bag using the
resource key. This XML can then be used with an XPath extract action to get a value from a selected
node.
Execute Report Editor

Service Address - This is the server name for the location of reports.
Initial Path - The path to the report to be executed.
Is SharePoint - Toggle on and off to specify if the report is SharePoint or not.
Use Windows Authentication - Toggle on and off to specify whether to use Windows Authentication or
not.

Resource Key - The resource key name to store the data returned by running the report.
Parameters - If the report has any parameters, then the UI will extend to allow input of these parameters.
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Asserts

Asserts
The asserts are generally what determines if a test passes or fails. The data gathered through the test
and stored in resource keys, can be used here to test for actual vs expected results.
Table of Contents
·
Data Management
Grid Comparison
o
Grid Validation
o
·
Directory
Directory Existence
o
·
File
File Content Comparison
o
File Existence
o
·
Miscellaneous
Integer Comparison
o
Range Check
o
Scalar Comparison
o
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Data Management

Data Management Asserts
The data management asserts allow for a quick and easy way to compare and validate data. These
asserts can compare large amounts of data with one simple assert.
Table of Contents

·
·

Grid Comparison
Grid Validation
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Grid Comparison

Grid Comparison
The grid comparison assert will compare two grids, it expects both sides to be equal. The user can
specify different criteria for the comparison to be made.
Grid Comparison Editor

Difference log maximum size - This is the maximum number of rows to send to LegiTest server if the
test suite / group is configured to send results to the server.
Ignore aggregates - Toggle on and off to specify if aggregate comparisons should be ignored.
Ignore different rows - Toggle on and off to specify if rows that differ should be ignored.
Ignore expected-only rows - Toggle on and off to specify if rows only appearing in the expected grid
should be ignored.
Ignore actual-only rows - Toggle on and off to specify if rows only appearing in the actual grid should be
ignored.
Include equal rows - Toggle on and off to specify if rows that match are sent to LegiTest server. By

default, only rows that differ or exist on only one side of the comparison are sent.
Expected results grid - This is the grid of 'expected' results - i.e. the result set that we want our test to
match. A previous action should load the grid to a specific resource key.

Comparison manifest asset - This is the comparison manifest asset that determines what items are
compared.
Actual results grid - This is the grid of 'actual' results - i.e. the result set that our test produced. A
previous action should load the grid to a specific resource key.
Test output message row limit - When the comparison fails an error message is produced and visible
in the test runner. This specifies how many detail rows may be included in that message.
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Grid Validation

Grid Validation Assertion
The Grid Validation Assertion is usedwith a Validation Manifest. The assertion will use the rules outlined in
the Validation Manifest and run the asserts to validate the grid.
Grid Validation Assertion Editor

Grid - The grid in which to run validation against.
Grid Validation Manifest - The validation manifest containing the validation rules used in the assert.
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Directory

Directory Asserts
Asserts for testing against directories.
Table of Contents

·

Directory Existence
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Directory Existence

Directory Existence
The Directory Existence assert will check if a specified directory exists.
Directory Existence Editor

Exists - If checked, then the assert will check that the directory exists, if unchecked, it will check that the
directory does not exist.
Target Directory Path - The path to the directory being checked.
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File

File Asserts
Asserts for checking if a file exists, or to compare the contents of files.
Table of Contents

·
·

File Content Comparison
File Existence
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File Content Comparison

File Content Comparison
This assert is used to compare the contents of two files or the contents of one file against a File Content
asset. The user can specify several parameters to meet their comparison needs.
File Content Comparison Editor

Comparable File Source - Select whether to compare a file to a File Content Asset or to another file.
Comparison File - If the user selected to compare a file to a file, this will be the comparison file's location.
Otherwise, if using a File Content Asset, this can be left blank.
File Content Asset - If the user selected to use an asset to compare their file to, then the user would
select the File Content Asset here.
Ignore Case - Toggle on and off to specify if the comparison should ignore letter case.
Ignore Line Endings - Toggle on and off to specify if the comparison should ignore line endings.
Target - The location of the file being compared.
Trim Spaces - Toggle on and off to specify if spaces on the end of the file should be ignored.
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File Existence

File Existence
The File Existence assert will check if a specified file exists.
File Existence Editor

Exists - If checked, then the assert will check that the file exists, if unchecked, it will check that the file
does not exist.
Target File Path - The location of the file to be checked.
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Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous Asserts
A collection of asserts that can compare a variety of object types.
Table of Contents

·
·
·
·
·
·

Expression
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Expression

Expression
The expression assertion is an assertion that lets you enter a free-form expession in order to be able to
use more powerful combinational logic in order to validate that one or more resource values are correct.
Expression Editor

Language allows you to select the expression language - currently only the 'SimpleFilter' language is
available.
Below that is the filter expression, along with some helper controls that allow you to easily add items to the
expression. To add a clause to the expression, simply select the resource in the left hand combo box,
choose the operator in the middle combo box and type the value you require in the right hand text box.
Clicking the '+' button will then add the specified clause to the expression. For more information about
filter expressions, please see the filtering topic.
Help on the filtering language is also available in the editor directly by clicking on the '?' icon in the bottom
right.

Helpful Tip
Often when filtering, whether in SQL or using LegiTest filters, the identifiers relate to field names. In this
instance, the identifiers relate to resource keys. For example, if there was an Execute Query Scalar
action which generated a resource called 'MyScalarValue' then the expression could include a clause
such as '[MyScalarValue] > 10'
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Integer Comparison

Integer Comparison
Important Note
The Integer Comparison assertion is now deprecated. While existing projects can still continue to use it,
new products should migrate to using the Value Comparison assertion.
The integer comparison assert will test two integers for different levels of equality. The user can specify to
test for greater than, less than, or even user defined tolerances. The integer to compare your actual value
to can either be a static value defined in the element's editor, or from another resource key.
Integer Comparison Editor

Comparable Resource Key - If the user opts not to use a static value to compare to, they would select
a resource key here to compare against.
Comparable Value Source - Specifies if the element should use a static value or a resource key to make
the comparison with.
Comparison Mode:
Equal - Asserts that the two integers are equal.
NotEqual - Asserts that the two integers are not equal.
LessThan - Asserts that the integer is less than the static value or resource.
GreaterThan - Asserts that the integer is greater than the static value or resource.

Within Percentage Tolerance - Asserts that the integer is within a specified percent of the
static value or resource.
Within Fixed Tolerance - Asserts that the integer is within the specified tolerance range of
the static value or resource.
Comparison Value - The static value to be used if the user opts for static value over resource.
Resource Key - The resource key of the integer to be compared.
Tolerance - Specifies the fixed or percent tolerance.
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Range Check

Range Check
the Range Check assert will check a resource key's value, and check to see if is between the user set
maximum and minimum value.
Range Check Editor

Maximum Value - The maximum allowable value for the Value Resource Key
Minimum Value - The minimum allowable value for the Value Resource Key.
Value Resource Key - The user will select a resource key in which to compare a value.
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Scalar Comparison

Scalar Comparison
Important Note
The Scalar Comparison assertion is now deprecated. While existing projects can still continue to use it,
new products should migrate to using the Value Comparison assertion.
The scalar comparison takes the result of an execute scalar action and compares with either a static
value or another scalar result. The scalar values can be of several different types, each with their own
specifications of equality.
Scalar Comparison Editor

Comparable Resource Key - If the user does not opt to use a static value to compare against, this is
where the resource key for the dynamic value will be entered.
Comparable Value Source - Specify whether to use a static value or a dynamic value from another
resource key.
Comparison Type - Specify the type of the value to be compared:

·
·
·
·
·
·

Boolean
DateTime
Decimal
Floating Point
Guid
Integer

·

Text

Equality Type - Specify the equality type of Equal, Not Equal, Within Percent Tolerance, or Within Fixed
Tolerance.
Resource Key - The value to be compared.
Tolerance - Used to specify fixed or percent tolerance for certain value types.
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Value Comparison

Value Comparison
Value Comparison is a general purpose comparison for comparing two single values. It supersedes both
the Integer Comparison and the Scalar Comparison assertions, presenting a simpler configuration while
also significantly extending the available options.
Value Comparison Editor

There are four main sections to the editor: 'Actual value', 'Expected value', 'Comparison' and 'Summary'.
Actual Value
This is the value that we want to validate. It always comes from a resource that is available in the test. To
select the resource to test, click on the arrow to the right of the resource name box.
Expected Value
This is the value that we expect the actual value to match. This can either come from a static value that
we configure in the user interface or from a resource. If we're using a static value we simply type the value

that we want into the static value box. If we're using a resource then we select that option and pick the
resource in the same way we did for the actual value.
Comparison
This section specifies the options that we use for comparison:
Data type: This will be detected automatically when the actual and expected values are entered, but can
be changed manually to use a different type for the comparison if necessary.
Comparison type: This is the type of comparison that we want to use, and different types are available for
different comparison types. So, for example, 'GreaterThan' is not available for boolean comparisons and
'StringMatch' is not available for integers. Some comparison types have additional configuration options,
which are detailed below.
For comparison types 'WithinFixedTolerance' and 'WithinPercentageTolerance' the tolerance options are
visible. There is the choice of entering a symmetric tolerance (i.e. same amount of tolerance up and
down) or the values for the upper and lower tolerance can be entered specifically. By way of example, in
the image above where we are validating within a fixed tolerance of 11 with 5 down and 10 up, values
between 6 (11-5) and 21 (11+10) would pass the check.
For comparison types 'StringMatch' and 'RegexMatch', additional string comparison options are available including whether to ignore case, ignore line endings and trim spaces from the start / end of the values to
compare. An example of this is shown in the image below.

Summary
This section simply provides a plain text description of what has been configured in the assertion editor.
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Xml Comparison

Xml Comparison
The Xml Comparison Assert allows a user to compare two Xml resources. These resources can be
loaded many different ways, such as a from a Load Asset that is loading a File Conent Asset, result of a
query, or even from a Get Properties Action. The Xml in the resource is passed in as a string, checked if it
is valid Xml then compared to the other resource.
Xml Comparison Editor

Actual Xml Resource Key - This is the resource key for the key holding the Xml to be used to compare.
Compare Attribute Order - When in enabled, the comparison will first compare the order of attributes in
an element, before comparing the content. If left disabled, attribute order will not be compared, only
attribute value.
Expected Xml Resource Key - This is the resource key for the key holding the Xml to be compares
against.
Ignore White Space - When enabled, this will ignore any extra spaces or white spaces in or around

elements.
Actual XPath Exclusion - This field takes an XPath string, the XPath will be executed against the Actual
Xml once loaded, and elements found by the XPath will be excluded from the comparison on the Actual
side only. This field can be a | "pipe" delimited string, allowing for multiple XPath items to be executed.
Expected XPath Exclusion -This field takes an XPath string, the XPath will be executed against the
Expected Xml once loaded, and elements found by the XPath will be excluded from the comparison on the
Expected side only. This field can be a | "pipe" delimited string, allowing for multiple XPath items to be
executed.
Actual XPath Comparison - This field takes an XPath string, the XPath will be executed against the
Actual Xml once loaded. Only the elements found by the XPath will be used in the comparison for the
Actual side only.
Expected XPath Comparison - This field takes an XPath string, the XPath will be executed against the
Expected Xml once loaded. Only the elements found by the XPath will be used in the comparison for the
Expected side only.
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Assets

Assets
The asset elements are designed to be reusable pieces throughout test development. Many different
items may require the same connection or query, but those elements achieve different goals. Instead of
needing to retype a connection string every time, a user would store that connection string in a connection
asset. Now every time that connection is needed, the user simply selects it from a list of available assets.
Assets can be defined at the project, suite, group or test level. Assets within each of those locations may
only be used by elements within that location. So, for example, an asset defined at the test level can only
be used by that test, whereas an asset defined at the project level can be used anywhere within that
project.
Table of Contents
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Cloud

Cloud Actions
The Cloud assets include the items needed to gather data for actions and asserts.
Table of Contents
·
SalesForce Connection
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Rest Connection (Basic)

Rest Connection (Basic)
The Rest Connection (Basic) connects to a web API. It is used in the Execute Rest Query (Grid) and
Execute Rest Query (Scalar) actions.
Settings

.
User Name - The username needed to authenticate to the endpoint Url.
Password - The password that allows the user to authenticate to the endpoint Url.
Use Base 64 Header - Check this option when your endpoint requires you to use a basic authentication
header using Base 64 Encoding.
(For example, this is how the header is added to the request:
webRequest.Headers.Add("Authorization", string.Format("Basic {0}",
Convert.ToBase64String(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(string.Format("{0}:{1}", UserName, Password)))));

Security Protocol - Identifies the transport layer security or secure sockets layer used by the endpoint.
Options include: Default, SSL3, TLS1.0, TLS1.1, TLS1.2
Headers

Can be used to add headers to every request being used by the connection.

Proxy

Host - When connecting to an endpoint using a proxy, users should enter the address of the proxy
server..
Domain - (Optional) The domain of the user logging in.
User Name - The username to authenticate to the proxy.

Password - The password to authenticate to the proxy.
Port - The port number needed to connect to the proxy.
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Rest Connection (OAuth1)

Rest Connection (OAuth1)
The Rest Connection (OAuth1) connects to a web API that uses OAuth1 security. It is used in the Execute
Rest Query (Grid) and Execute Rest Query (Scalar) actions.
Token Settings

API Key - Authentication key provided at the application's developer site.
API Secret - Authentication secret provided at the application's developer site.
Token - The token required by the web API. This information is provided at the application's developer
site.
Token Secret - The token's secret "password" provided at the application's developer site.
Security Protocol - Identifies the transport layer security or secure sockets layer used by the endpoint.
Options include: Default, SSL3, TLS1.0, TLS1.1, TLS1.2
Headers
Can be used to add headers to every request being used by the connection.

Proxy

Host - When connecting to an endpoint using a proxy, users should enter the address of the proxy
server..
Domain - (Optional) The domain of the user logging in.
User Name - The username to authenticate to the proxy.
Password - The password to authenticate to the proxy.

Port - The port number needed to connect to the proxy.
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Rest Connection (OAuth2)

Rest Connection (OAuth2)
The Rest Connection (OAuth2) connects to a web API that uses OAuth2 security. It is used in the Execute
Rest Query (Grid) and Execute Rest Query (Scalar) actions.
Access Token

Access Token - Carries the necessary information the API uses to determine whether the client is
authorized or not. The access token provided at the application's developer site.
Is Bearer Token - An authorization header that is required by some API's. If the API issues a bearer
token, click this option.
API Key - Authentication key provided at the application's developer site.
API Secret - Authentication secret provided at the application's developer site.
Security Protocol - Identifies the transport layer security or secure sockets layer used by the endpoint.
Options include: Default, SSL3, TLS1.0, TLS1.1, TLS1.2
Refresh Token

Refresh Token - The token given to the user by the application/service. This call allows users to request
new access tokens.
Refresh Token Endpoint - The refresh token URL.
Example: https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/auth
Refresh Token Endpoint Parameters - The query parameters used during the refresh token request
Example: scope=https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive.file&
state=security_token%3D138r5719ru3e1%26url%3Dhttps://oa2cb.example.com/myHome&
redirect_uri=https%3A%2F%2Fmyapp.example.com%2Fcallback&
response_type=code&
client_id=8127352506391.apps.googleusercontent.com&
approval_prompt=force&
include_granted_scopes=true
Access Token Json Path - When making the request to get a new access token, the service will return
that access token in Json. This property is the path to that token. For example the path to the access
token below is access_token.
{ "access_token": "ERLKJDSLKDJLK!1231223", "expires_in" : 3180 }

Headers
Can be used to add headers to every request being used by the connection.

Proxy

Host - When connecting to an endpoint using a proxy, users should enter the address of the proxy
server..
Domain - (Optional) The domain of the user logging in.
User Name - The username to authenticate to the proxy.
Password - The password to authenticate to the proxy.

Port - The port number needed to connect to the proxy.
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Salesforce Connection

Salesforce Connection
The Salesforce Connection asset provides the user with an easy way to create a connection to their
Salesforce source. The editor also allows the user to set up a connection through a proxy.
Salesforce Connection Editor

User Name - The Salesforce user name.
Password + Security Token - This field requires both the password and the security token provided by
salesforce to be enetered together.
Server Url - An optional field to specify the server that hosts the connection.
Timeout - The amount of time to wait before the connection times out.
Use Proxy - Check to enable the use of the proxy settings below.
Proxy Host - The address of the proxy to be used.
Proxy Domain - Domain address of the proxy.
Proxy User Name - User name used to log into the proxy.
Proxy Password - Password to log into the proxy.
Proxy Port - Port specified to be used by the proxy connection.
Test Connection - Clicking test connection, will test the current settings and ensure they can connect.
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Data Management

Data Management Assets
The Data Management assets include the items needed to gather data for actions and asserts.
Table of Contents
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Comparison Manifest

Comparison Manifest
The comparison manifest asset is used in the grid comparison assert. This asset defines how the two
grids in the assert are compared to each other. First the user will need to gather the left side of the
comparison, then the right. Once both sides of the comparison have been gathered, then the user may
set which columns are compared and how.
Gather Left Columns / Gather Right Columns

Connection - The connection to the location of the data to be compared. The connection can be set from
an existing connection asset or typed into the connection string box.
Query - The query used to gather the data to be compared. This can be typed in the editor box, or pulled
from an existing query asset.
Comparisons

Key Columns - Add, edit, or delete the key columns from each side of the comparison. The user will
select the left and right column that match as the key column, and can also specify if the key is
descending.

Comparison Columns - Set the columns to be compared. Columns with the same name and data type
are automatically populated to be compared. In the key columns, the user can also choose a comparison

type based on the type of the column. Integers will have fixed tolerance options, and strings will have an
exact value option or a string match option with additional parameters.

Aggregate Comparisons - Set aggregate comparison of columns. There are several aggregation types
to choose form depending on the types being compared, as well as standard choices for comparison
types.
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Connection

Connection
The connection asset is designed to help a user create and store a connection string to a data source. If
the users knows the connection string, they can simply type it into the Connection string field, otherwise
they can make use of the connection string builder. Using the configure button,and selecting other as the
provider, a user can even set up a connection to analysis services.
Connection Editor

Provider - The provider type for the connection string.
Available Providers:
·
Odbc
·
OleDb
·
OracleClient
·
SqlClient
·
Microsoft SQL Server Compact 4.0
·
MySQL
Connection String - The connection string for the data source.
Configure - The configure button will launch the connection string builder, and walk the user through
creating the connection string that will be stored in the asset.
Connection Properties Window

Data Source - This is the provider type specified in the element's editor.
Server Name - The name of the server that the data source is located.
Log on to the server - The user can decide whether to use window's authentication or provide a specific
user name and password.
Connect to a database - The user will either select a database located on the server specified, or opt to
attach a database file.
Once all items are populated the user can click Test Connection to ensure that everything connects as
expected, once they click OK, the connection string based on the properties provided will populate the
connection string field in the element's editor.
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Data Generation Solution

Data Generation Solution
The Data Generation Solution asset picks an existing data generation solution that was created in
Pragmatic Workbench, and is later executed with the Data Generation action.
Data Generation Solution Editor

Load Solution - Clicking the Load solution button will bring up a file picker window. The user can brows
for an existing .dgsln file and load it into the asset. Once loaded, the editor will let the user know how many
tables will be affected.
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Delimited Content

Delimited Content
The Delimited Content asset allows the user to store some delimited data that becomes part of the test
assembly. This enables, for example, an easy set up for static data as a data driven testing source.
Initial view

File content - Here you can type the data that you would like to store in the test assembly. This data will
be stored in asset files and can be in any delimited format.
Delimiter / Quote - These are the delimiter and quote that the file has. The asset's format detection
routine will always check tab, pipe and comma for delimiters and both single and double quotes for the
quote. If your file uses a different delimiter or quote, you can enter them here.
Detect format - Clicking this button will begin the process of detecting the format of the file and columns.
After scan view

Format - This lists the formats that have been evaluated, along with their scores. A higher score indicates
better compliance (consistent number of columns across rows and a higher number of columns in total).
The format with the highest score will be pre-selected - unless a custom delimiter or quote was specified,
in which case the custom format will be pre-selected. Note that the format selection is only available
immediately after running the format detection process. When coming back to edit the asset later, this
option will disappear.
Delimiter / Quote - Shows the currently selected delimiter and quote.
Lines to skip - The number of lines of pre-amble to skip.
Has header row - Check this is the file has a header row containing column names. The header row
comes after any pre-amble.
Treat empty as NULL - Check this if empty values should be rendered as <NULL> values.
Encoding - This is the encoding that will be used to read the file. If your file contains special characters
that are represented incorrectly on preview, it is likely that the encoding needs changing.
Culture - This is the culture that is used to interpret the source data as typed values. Decimal points and
date formats are those where the culture requires particular attention.
Preview Data - This button will show the preview of the data using the selected option in a grid view.
Change content - This button allows you to change the content stored in the test assembly and run the
format detection again.
Column list - Each column is presented along with a list of types. This list is derived by attempting format
conversion on a variety of formats. You can change the resulting type to any of the allowable formats.
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Delimited File Reference

Delimited File Reference
The Delimited File Reference asset allows the user to select a delimited file and gather information about
both it's format and the data it contains.
Initial view

File name - You can paste the file name here or use the ellipsis button to select a file. A parameterized
value may be used in the form %parameterName% or {{parameterName}}.
Delimiter / Quote - These are the delimiter and quote that the file has. The asset's format detection
routine will always check tab, pipe and comma for delimiters and both single and double quotes for the
quote. If your file uses a different delimiter or quote, you can enter them here.
Lines to skip - This is the number of rows of pre-amble to skip. You can leave Auto ticked to
automatically find out how much pre-amble there is. Note that header rows will be automatically detected.
Lines to scan - This is the number of lines of data to scan while detecting column formats.
Detect format - Clicking this button will begin the process of detecting the format of the file and columns.
After scan view

File name - You can paste the file name here or use the ellipsis button to select a file. A parameterized
value may be used in the form %parameterName% or {{parameterName}}.
Format - This lists the formats that have been evaluated, along with their scores. A higher score indicates
better compliance (consistent number of columns across rows and a higher number of columns in total).
The format with the highest score will be pre-selected - unless a custom delimiter or quote was specified,
in which case the custom format will be pre-selected. Note that the format selection is only available
immediately after running the format detection process. When coming back to edit the asset later, this
option will disappear.
Delimiter / Quote - Shows the currently selected delimiter and quote.
Lines to skip - The number of lines of pre-amble to skip.
Has header row - Check this is the file has a header row containing column names. The header row
comes after any pre-amble.
Treat empty as NULL - Check this if empty values should be rendered as <NULL> values.
Encoding - This is the encoding that will be used to read the file. If your file contains special characters
that are represented incorrectly on preview, it is likely that the encoding needs changing.
Culture - This is the culture that is used to interpret the source data as typed values. Decimal points and
date formats are those where the culture requires particular attention.
Preview Data - This button will show the preview of the data using the selected option in a grid view.

Change delimiters - This button allows you to change the custom delimiters and run the format detection
again.
Column list - Each column is presented along with a list of types. This list is derived by attempting format
conversion on a variety of formats. You can change the resulting type to any of the allowable formats.
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Fixed Width File Reference

Fixed Width File Reference
The Fixed Width File Reference asset allows the user to reference a fixed width file and, after specifying
the column widths, determine what format data each column represents.
Initial view

File name - You can paste the file name here or use the ellipsis button to select a file. A parameterized
value may be used in the form %parameterName% or {{parameterName}}.
Lines to scan - This is the number of lines of data to scan while detecting column formats.
File type - This is the type of flat file that is being referenced. Three file types are available:

·
·
·

Ragged right - This is a file where the last column is not fixed width, with each line terminated by a
carriage return and/or line feed. A line will be parsed if it is at least as long as the sum of the widths of
all but the last column.
Fixed width with line breaks - This is a file where lines terminated by a carriage return and/or line
feed. A line will be parsed if it is at least as long as the sum of the widths of all columns.
Fixed width without line breaks - This is a file where there are no line breaks, and the data comes
in a continuous stream. Every x characters are parsed where x is the sum of the widths of all

columns.
Columns - This is the list of column widths that will be parsed from the file. You can use the '+' and '-'
buttons in order to add or remove columns to/from the end of the list. Alternatively, you can place the caret
in the first column width box, type the width and then press enter. This will add a new column where you
can repeat the same process. Note that pressing enter in a width box will only add a new column if you
are currently in the last box. Pressing enter on any other boxes will move focus to the next box.
Detect format - Clicking this button will begin the process of detecting the format of the columns.
After scan view

File name - You can paste the file name here or use the ellipsis button to select a file. A parameterized
value may be used in the form %parameterName% or {{parameterName}}.
Has header row - Check this is the file has a header row containing column names. The header row
comes after any pre-amble.
Treat empty as NULL - Check this if empty values should be rendered as <NULL> values.
Encoding - This is the encoding that will be used to read the file. If your file contains special characters
that are represented incorrectly on preview, it is likely that the encoding needs changing.
Culture - This is the culture that is used to interpret the source data as typed values. Decimal points and
date formats are those where the culture requires particular attention.
Preview Data - This button will show the preview of the data using the selected option in a grid view.
Change delimiters - This button allows you to change the custom delimiters and run the format detection
again.

Column list - Each column is presented along with a list of types. This list is derived by attempting format
conversion on a variety of formats. You can change the resulting type to any of the allowable formats.
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Grid Collection

Grid Collection
The grid collection is used to store the details of a grid that can be used over and over using the Load Grid
from Asset action. The user will supply a connection string and a query that pulls the information for the
grid. Both the connection and the query can be typed or pulled from another asset.
Grid Collection Editor

Connection - Connection string to the data source, can either be typed manually or pulled from an
existing connection asset.
Is Disk Based - Store the query restuls within a temporary file instead of in memory. This option is best
used for larger data sets.
Query - The query responsible for gathering the data for the grid.
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Query

Query
The query asset is used to store queries.

When connecting to a SQL Server or Azure SQL instance, the query editor includes an advanced editing
experience. You can select the connection from the drop-down at the top of the editor, which will load
information about the schema of the database against which the query will run. The selection is
remembered for the duration of the session.
When connecting to a SQL Server or Azure SQL instance, the query editor provides the following features:

·
·
·
·
·
·

Code completion (suggestion lists after . or when Ctrl+Space is pressed)
Quick info (hover an object name for information about that object)
Refactoring (tracked renaming of variables and temporary objects, query formatting, object
qualification)
Parameter information (shows the parameters expected for procedure and function calls)
Column choosers (choose which table to resolve an ambiguous column to)
Synonym resolution (work with synonyms with the full IntelliSense experience)

·
·

Shortcuts (e.g. 'ssf' -> 'SELECT * FROM', st100 -> 'SELECT TOP 100 * FROM')
Tab expansion (press tab when the caret is to the right of a * in order to specify all columns)

A summary of the available functions can be found by clicking the '?' icon in the bottom right hand corner
of the editor.
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Validation Manifest

Validation Manifest
The Validation Manifest allows the user to select a grid, and then add rules to validate the content of the
grid. There are different available rules for any given type available in the grid.
Validation Manifest Editor

Select Grid - When the editor frist opens, the only available option is the Select Grid button, clicking this
will show all available grids in the test in which to validate. Once a grid is selected, then the ability to add
validation columns will be available.
If you want to validate the fact that the grid is empty (for example, because your query only returns rows
that fail) you can select the 'Only pass validation if no rows are present' option.
Remove - clicking remove will delete the selected rule from the manifest.
New - Clicking new will expand the editor to show the column selector and comparison type picker.

Column - Selects a column from the grid to applu the comparison to.
Comparison Type - The available comparison types will vary depending on the type of the selected
column. The comparison type will use the Comparison Value field to execute the validation.
Is Aggregated - If selected, and the column's type allows for aggregation, then another field will appear to
allow the user to select the type of aggregation.
Comparison Value - The comparison value is compared to the row of each column using the previoulsy
selected Comparison Type.
Cancel - Will cancel out of the new comparison wiithout saving.
Add - Add will be enabled once all fields are populated for the new rule. Clicking add will save the rule to
the Validation Manifest.
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Directory

Directory Assets
Table of Contents
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Directory Reference
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Directory Reference

Directory Reference
The directory reference asset stores a reference to a directory path.

The directory reference asset editor allows you to enter the directory path that you want to reference. You
can click the ellipsis to select the directory with a normal directory browser. The path can also be
parameterized.
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File

File Assets
The file assets include the the Text File asset, which is used in both the File actions and asserts.
Table of Contents

·

Text File
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Text File

Text File
The text file assets is used to specify the content of a text file. This asset is used for the File Create action
as well as the File Content Comparison assert.
Text File Editor

File Content - The text to make up the file. Clicking the Pop Out button will provide a larger space to type
the content of the file.
Pop Out Editor
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SQL Server

SQL Server Assets
The SQL Server assest provide a way to Backup, Restore, or initiate a Bulk Insert. Having these items as
assets allows for quick development of tests without needed to duplicate the commands contained
withing the asset.
Table of Contents

·
·

T-SQL Backup / Restore
T-SQL Bulk Insert
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T-SQL Backup / Restore

T-SQL Backup / Restore
This asset can be used to either store a backup or restore SQL command, that can later be used with
Execute Query Command action. Backups and restores will use the default backup location of the system
running the test.
Backup / Restore Editor

Mode - Select either Backup or Restore.
Database - The name of the database to be backed up or restored.
File Name - The name of the file to be restored, or the name to give the backup.
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T-SQL Bulk Insert

T-SQL Bulk Insert
This asset stores the information for a bulk insert that can be executed using the Execute Query
Command action. The user will specify the table the data is to be inserted into, a file that contains the
information, and the field separator.
Bulk Insert Editor

Table - The table for the data should be inserted into.
File Name - The location of the file that holds the data to be inserted.
Field Separator - If the data uses a separator other than the default tab, the user can specify it here.
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SSIS

SSIS Assets
The SSIS asset allows for a quick way to reference a package for tests multiple times, without the need to
re-select it for each test you may want to execute against it.
Table of Contents

·

Package Reference
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Package Reference

Package Reference
The package reference assets are used to hold the location of an SSIS package. LegiTest has support for
2008, 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2017 packages. The user can browse for a package stored in a file system,
or provide the connection string for packages stored on server or catalog. The catalog option is only
available for 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2017 package references. Once the file location is added or
connection string supplied, the user will click the load button to obtain a list of available packages. Once
selected, the package can later be loaded using the Load Package action.
For 2008, 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2017
File

File - Location of the package on the file system. The user can either type in directly, or use the browse
button to search the machine for location of the package.
Selected - This area will be populated with available packages once a location is specified and the load
button is clicked.
SQL

Connection - The connection string to the location of stored packages. This can either be typed or pulled
from an existing Connection asset.
Selected - Once a connection string as provided and the user clicks load, this area will be populated with
packages found on the server.
For 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2017
Catalog

Connection - The connection string to the catalog's location. This can either be typed or pulled from an
existing Connection asset.
Selected - Once a connection string is provided and the user clicks load, this area will be populated with

packages found in the catalog.
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Wizards

Wizards
The wizards within LegiTest provide convenient ways to create tests. Each wizard contains common
usage patterns for crafting the tests.
Table of Contents
·
Data Validation
·
Interactive Comparison
·
Recipes
·
SSAS Validation Testing
·
SSIS Package Testing
·
SSRS Report Execution
There are several ways users can reach a wizard:

·

Adding a new LegiTest group to a project (by right clicking on the project node in solution explorer
and then clicking Add -> LegiTest Group...)

·

Adding new groups or tests within an existing LegiTest suite / group

·

Choosing the wizard from within the LegiTest Toolbox

Depending on the wizard selected, LegiTest will walk the user through the steps necessary.
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Data Validation

Data Validation
The data validation wizard allows users to build tests that validate specific query results. This
shortens the time it takes to build tests that help detect corrupt or inaccurate data.
Data Set

When launched, the wizard presents an empty display. The data set window specifies the
connection and query used within the data validation wizard.

To begin, users must configure a connection for use within the data validation wizard. To create a
connection, click the 'configure' button. After selecting and configuring the connection properties, users
can begin building the query.
'Is Disk Based' specifies whether to store the results within a temporary file or in memory. This option is
best used for larger data sets.
The data set query uses the same advanced editor as the Query Asset. Once satisfied with the query,
click "Next."
Configuration
The configuration window species the columns and aggregates to use within the data validation. Select
"Only pass validation if no rows are present" if the user expects the query to return no rows. Otherwise,
click "New" to add the first column validation.
Users can add as many validation columns as they wish. This validations can be aggregations or row-byrow comparisons. Users choices for comparison types depend on the data type of the selected column.

Once satisfied with the validation columns, click "Finish"
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Interactive Comparison

Interactive Comparison
The interactive comparison wizard in LegiTest allows a data comparison to be built while inspecting the
results that the comparison would produce. This shortens the cycle between intent and result and allows
us to tailor the comparison.
When launched, the wizard presents an empty display.

To begin, we either select a connection or create a new connection for each side of the comparison. To
create a new connection, click the ‘+ʼ button to the right of the connection selector. Note that once we
have selected a connection, then the code completion becomes available in the editor if that connection is
to a SQL Server instance.
When we have typed in our queries for the expected and actual sides of the comparison, we can click
‘Compareʼ to run a comparison and the display shows the data.

Note that at the moment, all of the columns are faded out. This means that they are not part of the
comparison. The first thing we need to do is define the key that uniquely identifies rows in the comparison,
so we click on the column header of the column we want to be our key and select ‘Set as keyʼ. If more
than one column makes up the key, then we can click on the column header of each key column in turn
and select ‘Add to keysʼ. Note that we can also add keys manually by clicking on the ‘Keysʼ button and
then the ‘Addʼ button in the lower left panel.
The display can then show us rows that exist only in the expected or actual result sets, and highlights the
full row on each side.

We can then click on ‘comparisonsʼ in the bottom right panel, and we are presented with a button allowing
us to automatically map the comparison columns from the expected and actual sets. It does this by
finding columns that have matching names and compatible types. Note that we can also add
comparisons manually by clicking on the ‘Comparisonsʼ button and then the ‘Addʼ button in the lower left
panel. This is needed if you want to specify tolerances or match options for the comparison (e.g.
numerics within 2% tolerance or string matching that ignores case). Once we have done this, we can see
that all columns are now part of the comparison.

We can now see that values that are different are being compared and highlighted.
It is also possible to configure aggregates, so that you could, for example, ensure that the total of a
column from the expected side is within 2% of the total from the actual side. To do this, click the
‘Aggregatesʼ button and then the ‘Addʼ button in the lower left panel.
We can also view the results of aggregations by clicking on the ‘Aggregation Resultsʼ button in the right
hand panel.

We can also change the configuration of the comparison by clicking on the Configuration button in the
lower left panel. This allows us to configure whether we ignore certain categories of difference and
whether we use disk based sets. Disk based sets are used when we expect a large number of results
from the server and want to keep the memory usage to a minimum. Note that when using disk based sets
your query must return the rows in the order specified by your keys – as disk based sets cannot be
sorted.
There are also configuration options in the right hand side panel. Note that the configuration options on the
right hand side only apply to the operation of the wizard and do not change how the actual generated tests
are executed. Here we can decide to show equal rows or not, automatically reload the comparison when
we change things and set a limit on the number of rows.
If we have automatic reload configured, then the queries will not be re-run when changing the comparison
configuration. They will only be run if:
·
·
·

A different connection has been selected
The query has changed
The ‘Compareʼ button is used.

When we are happy with our comparison configuration, we can click the ‘Finishʼ button in order to
generate the elements in our test:

Note that the ‘compare gridsʼ and ‘comparison manifestʼ items have a quick action marker in the bottom
right. Clicking this allows quick access to the interactive wizard to enable you to modify an existing
comparison.
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Recipes

Recipes
Recipes are a simple way to create tests based around smaller pieces of functionality - allowing
users to get started with testing even quicker than before.
Important Note
Recipes do not support connections to an Oracle Database.

The recipe first page allows you to choose the recipe that you want to use to create a test. If the
recipe requires any connections then you can specify those connections on this page too, either
using an existing asset or configuring a new connection.

The recipe second page is specific to the recipe. This is an example of the 'Uniqueness' recipe, in
which we select a table to check and the columns which form the unique key. For information about
the individual recipes, please check the topic for the recipe.
Recipes
·
Data Profile Validation
·
Dimension Validation
·
Range Check
·
Row Count Comparison
·
Standard Deviation
·
Text Format Validation
·
Uniqueness
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Data Profile Validation

Data Profile Validation
The Data Profile Validation allows users to test column data based on user-defined rules. After a
connection has been established, select a table.
Important Note
The Data Profile Validation recipe does not support connections to an Oracle Database.

Select the Advanced tab to create a WHERE clause to filter the data (if needed.) Do not add the
WHERE clause, just add the filter criteria (for example: BusinessEntityID >= 500 AND
BusinessEntityID <= 1500.)

Once a table is selected, the Column Validation settings will become visible. To create a validation:
·
Click New
·
Select a Column
·
Select a Comparison Type
·
Define the Comparison Value
·
Click Add.
More than one validation can be added to column(s). In the example above, validation has been
added to the DepartmentID column it does not contain NULL. Additionally, the ModifiedDate column
is being configured to validate dates greater than or equal to 01-01-2017 1:50:02 PM.
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Dimension Validation

Dimension Validation
The Dimension Validation allows users to test their dimension tables for inconsistent data. After
configuring the connection, select a dimension table.
Important Note
The Dimension Validation recipe does not support connections to an Oracle Database.

Once a table is selected, identify each column based on its type (.e.g. Surrogate Key, Business
Key, SCD Type 1 or Type 2 change, etc.) Also, users will need to select the Effective Date Handling
("None" or "End date equals start date of next version") and the Gap Tolerance (the amount of time
allowed between the expired record and the start of the new record.)
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Range Check

Range Check
The Range Check recipe allows us to select a table and column to check that all values fall within a
specific range.
Important Note
The Range Check recipe does not support connections to an Oracle Database.

In the example above, we are checking that the table 'dbo.DataDictionaryCategories' does not have
any values in the 'ScopeType' column that are not between 1 and 6.
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Row Count Comparison

Row Count Comparison
The Row Count Comparison recipe allows us to generate a test that compares row counts between
databases.
Important Note
The Row Count Comparison recipe does not support connections to an Oracle Database.

For this recipe, we choose two connections and then configure tables to map. By default, all tables
with the same name will be mapped automatically.
We can add new mappings by clicking the 'Add' button, and then selecting the source and target
tables using the drop-down boxes. Optionally, we can configure filters for both sides - so the
example above will only inlcude columns for the table 'dbo.Solution' where 'AccountId' is equal to
zero. Not that the filter is any valid SQL syntax that can be placed in the WHERE clause.
Additionally, we can create a data-driven test - where the row count comparison for each individual
table is created as it's own test case.
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Standard Deviation

Standard Deviation
The Standard Deviation recipe allows us to check that the standard deviation for a column is below
a given maximum, optionally specifying columns to group by.
Important Note
The Standard Deviation recipe does not support connections to an Oracle Database.

So, in the example above, we are checking that the table 'Sales.SalesOrderDetail' does not have a
standard deviation over 2 for the column 'UnitPrice' when grouped by the column 'ProductId'.
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Text Format Validation

Text Format Validation
The Text Format Validation allows users to validate columns that use a common format such as
email, phone numbers, and state code patterns. After configuring the connection, select a table.
Important Note
The Text Format Validation recipe does not support connections to an Oracle Database.

Once a table is selected, the Column Validation settings will become visible. To create a validation:
·
Click New
·
Select a Column
·
Select the format type in the Is dropdown from the following:
Email
o
North American Phone Number
o
Numeric
o
Alpha Numeric
o
Social Security Number
o
Country Code (ISO-3166)
o
State Code (ISO-3166)
o
·
Click Add.
In the example above, the EmailAddress column's text format is being checked to ensure it follows
the name@domain.com format.

Once a table is selected, the Column Validation settings will become visible. To create a validation:
·
Click New
·
Select a Column
·
Select the format type in the Is dropdown from the following:
Email
o
North American Phone Number
o
Numeric
o
Alpha Numeric
o
Social Security Number
o
Country Code (ISO-3166)
o
State Code (ISO-3166)
o
·
Click Add.
In the example above, the EmailAddress column's text format is being checked to ensure it follows
the name@domain.com format.
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Uniqueness

Uniqueness
The Uniqueness recipe allows us to select a table that we want to check for duplicates, and also
select the columns that make up the unique key for that check.
Important Note
The Uniqueness recipe does not support connections to an Oracle Database.

In the example above, we are checking that the table 'dbo.Solution' does not have more than 1 row
for each pair of 'SolutionId' and 'AccountId'.
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SSAS Validation Testing

SSAS Validation Testing
The SSAS Validation Testing wizard builds a suite of tests spanning an entire database. This
shortens the time it takes to build tests. Building test coverage to help detect corrupt or inaccurate
data within an SSAS database.
Specify Database

When launched, the wizard presents an empty display. The database window specifies the server
and database used within the validation testing wizard.

Select Items to Test

Once loading completes, select all items the user wishes to validate. The items available depends
on whether the database model type and compatibility level.
·

Multidimensional databases will display the database's cubes.

·

Tabular databases with compatibility levels between 1100 and 1103 will display the database's
cubes.

·

Tabular databases with compatibility levels of 1200 or higher will display the database's
tables.

Once satisfied with the items to include within the validation testing, click "Next".
Specify Options

On the specify options window, users select the types of tests to generate.

Once satisfied with the options, click "Finish". LegiTest will build several test groups and tests. The
amount generated depends on the number of measures and attributes present.

Due to the nature of the tests generated, users may need to correct validition errors. These errors
typically occur within the "Check if a specific attribute memeber exists" tests.

In order to remove the validation errors, users will need to specify the member. Replace
"<INSERTMEMBERHERE>" with the desired member.
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SSIS Package Testing

SSIS Package Testing
The SSIS Package wizards builds a suite of tests for each package. These tests ensure smooth
execution, extraction, and validation of data results.
The SSIS Package wizard requires SSIS installed to build and execute the tests. Within the
development environment, LegiTest only displays versions of SSIS that are currently available. The
tests generated by this wizard need SSIS installed on all systems planning to run the tests.
Specify Source

When launched, the wizard presents an empty display. This window allows navigating to the location
of the packages the user wishes to load.

Users can load packages from the following locations:
·
File
·
SQL
·
Catalog
If the user wishes to deploy these tests to LegiTest Server, it must have access to these packages
as well.
Select Packages
The select packages window allows users the ability to select the desired packages they wish to
load.

Enter Password

If any of the packages are encrypted using a password, LegiTest requires the password to be
specified.

Specify Options
On the specify options window, users select the types of tests to generate.

Once satisfied with the options, click "Finish". LegiTest will build several test groups and tests. The
amount generated depends on the number of packages and data flows present.
Due to the nature of the tests generated, users may need to correct validition errors. These
corrections typically occur within the data flow tests.
Important Note
The 'Ignore Tesks' filter is a wildcard filter - so * may be used to represent zero or more characters
and ? may be used to represent a single character
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SSRS Report Execution

SSRS Report Execution
The SSRS Report Execution wizard tests report executions based on specific report parameters.
This wizard ensures the report execution results are accurate given the specified parameters.
Specify Source

When launched, the wizard presents an empty display. This window allows users to specify the
SSRS web service they wish to use.

The web service can be either a native or SharePoint Web Service. When using a SharePoint Web
Service, be sure to select the "Is SharePoint" checkbox. Depending one the type of web service,
the format for the web service and initial path will be different.
Native Web Service
·
Service Address:
http[s]://<ServerName>[:<Port>]/ReportServer[_<InstanceName>]/ReportService2010.asmx
·
Initial Path: To specify the root folder of a native web service, use "/". Otherwise, users can
build the path to the starting folder.
o Example initial paths:
/
§
/SharedDocuments/ReportFolder
§
SharePoint Web Service
·
Service Address:
http[s]://<ServerName>[:<Port>]/_vti_bin/ReportServer[_<InstanceName>]/ReportService2010.a
smx
·
Initial Path: To specify the root folder of a SharePoint web service, use

"http[s]://<ServerName>[:<Port>]/". Otherwise, users can build the path to the starting folder.
o Example initial paths:
http[s]://<ServerName>[:<Port>]
§
http[s]://<ServerName>[:<Port>]/SharedDocuments/ReportFolder
§
Select Report

On the select reports window, navigate through the web service folders to the target report.

After selecting the report and clicking "next", LegiTest will quickly load the report's parameters.
Enter Parameters

On the enter parameters window, users can update the parameters to the report.

Specify Tests

On the specify options window, users select the types of tests to generate.

Once satisfied with the parameters and options, click "Finish". LegiTest will build a test group for the
report.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Frequently Asked Questions
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Why are my LegiTest files showing XML?
Why are my tests failing due to a "Mixed Mode Assembly" error?
How do I add a NuGet package reference to my test project?
Ordering data sets in low-memory mode
How can I add custom assertions?
How can I migrate from suites to groups?
How can I initialize a value once per run?
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LegiTest Files Showing XML

Why are my LegiTest files showing XML?
If the .legitest file is opening as XML, then you will need to change which exe it is being opened with. To do
so, right click the .legitest file and select open with..., in this dialog that is opened, you should see an item
named LegiTest Files, select this and set as default. If the .legitest file is already open, you may need to
close and re-open for the changes to be applied.
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Mixed mode assembly error

Why are my tests failing due to a "Mixed Mode Assembly" error?
If a test fails with the exception: "Mixed mode assembly is built against version 'v2.0.50727' of the runtime
and cannot be loaded in the 4.0 runtime without additional configuration information", then a change to the
vstest.executionengine.x86.exe.config file will be needed.
Close Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 (and IIS express)
Launch notepad.exe as an administrator
Open the file "C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio
11.0\Common7\IDE\CommonExtensions\Microsoft\TestWindow\vstest.executionengine.x86.exe.confi
g".
4.
Add and save the following lines in bold:
1.
2.
3.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<configuration>
<runtime>
<legacyUnhandledExceptionPolicy enabled="1" />
<assemblyBinding xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:asm.v1" >
<probing privatePath="Extensions" />
</assemblyBinding>
</runtime>
<system.diagnostics>
<switches>
<add name="TpTraceLevel" value="0" />
</switches>
</system.diagnostics>
<appSettings>
<switches>
<!--<add key="ExecutionThreadApartmentState" value ="MTA"/>-->
<!--<add key="TraceLogMaxFileSizeInKb" value ="10240"/>-->
<!-- MsTest Adapter Specific AppSettings -->
<add key="TestProjectRetargetTo35Allowed" value="true" />
</switches>
</appSettings>
<startup useLegacyV2RuntimeActivationPolicy="true" >
<supportedRuntime version="v4.0" sku=".NETFramework,Version=v4.0" />
</startup>
</configuration>
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Adding a NuGet package reference

How do I add a NuGet package reference to my test project?
You may find that you need to add a NuGet package reference to your project - for example, when
switching a test project from MSTest to NUnit you would need to add a reference to the 'NUnitTestAdapter'
package. To do this, expand the project node in Solution Explorer, right click on the 'References' node and
click on 'Manage NuGet Packages...'

In the dialog that is shown, click on 'Browse' and then type the name of the package you want to install.
Select the package you want when the search results are returned and click 'Install' in the right hand pane.
The NuGet package is then installed in the project.
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Ordering data sets in low-memory mode

Ordering data sets in low-memory mode
When extracting data sets for comparison, they must be orderable. Small data sets are no problem, as
they can be stored in memory and ordered simply. For larger data sets we can use low-memory mode which stores the data in a file on disk. However, a requirement for data sets in low-memory mode is that
they are ordered when they are produced. Most of the time a simple ORDER BY clause allows us to order
the set in the same order as the comparison keys.
However, when using a string as a key issues can arise from the fact that SQL will order strings
according to the collation defined on the source. The comparison within LegiTest uses binary collation - so
the order by clause has to be specified with a binary collation. For example:
SELECT * FROM [Person].[Person]
ORDER BY [LastName] COLLATE Latin1_General_100_BIN
It is important to note that the columns specified in the ORDER BY clause must match the keys specified
in the comparison manifest, in the same order. So, if you comparison manifest has the keys 'LastName',
'FirstName', 'Age' then the ORDER BY clause must also specify LastName, FirstName, Age.
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How can I add custom assertions?

How can I add custom assertions?
Sometimes the assertions in LegiTest don't quite allow you the flexibility that you want, and you want to
write some C# code that adds some more logic to your tests. In order to do this, we can add code to the
user file that LegiTest generates. There are four types of code that can be run:

·
·
·
·

Before Test
After Test
Before Test Element
After Test Element

For each of those, the following method declarations should be added to the user file.

·
·
·
·

static partial void BeforeTest(string testName, Dictionary<string, object> testResources,
ref bool cancel)
static partial void AfterTest(string testName, Dictionary<string, object> testResources)
static partial void BeforeTestElement(string testName, string elementName,
Dictionary<string, object> testResources, ref bool cancel)
static partial void AfterTestElement(string testName, string elementName, Dictionary<string,
object> testResources)

Note that the 'before' methods have the 'cancel' parameter. This can be set to true within the body of the
method, which would cancel the execution of the element.
For example, we might want to execute some code after an element called 'Execute Query (Grid)' in a
test called 'Test 1' is run.
The method implementation might be similar to the following:
static partial void AfterTestElement(string testName, string elementName,
Dictionary<string, object> testResources)
{
if (testName == "Test 1" && elementName == "Execute Query (Grid)")
{
if (!testResources.ContainsKey("ExecuteQuery(Grid)_TargetResourceKey"))
{
NUnit.Framework.Assert.Fail("There was no grid placed in the resources by the
test element.");
}
var grid = (PragmaticWorks.Common.Sql.RowStoreGrid.IGrid)
testResources["ExecuteQuery(Grid)_TargetResourceKey"];
if (grid.RowCount < 100)
{
NUnit.Framework.Assert.Fail("We needed 100 or more rows to be returned from
the execute query element.");
}
}
}

First, we check that the testName and the elementName are the ones we want. We can find these easily
by searching for 'AfterTestElement' in the generated code file.
After this, we check that the test resources passed to us contains the item we want. We are using the
'Resource key' from the execute query (grid) configuration to identify the resource. If the resource is not
present - we fail the test. This test was built with NUnit - so we are using NUnit.Framework.Assert.
Once we are sure we have the resource in place, we get it back as a local variable by casting it to the

correct type. Grid resources are always of the type PragmaticWorks.Common.Sql.RowStoreGrid.IGrid.
We then check that the RowCount is 100 or more, and if not then we again fail the test.
Important Note
This code will not be automatically modified when you change the name of tests, elements or resource
keys. Make sure that any changes are reflected in the user code.
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How can I migrate from suites to groups?

How can I migrate from suites to groups?
Starting with the 2017.4 release, the concept of individual groups was added to LegiTest, and is now the
preferred method of implementing tests. There are several advantages to this approach:

·
·
·
·

Because a smaller set of tests exists in a single file, conflicts between developers are reduced
Similarly, source control is easier to manage
Assets can be created at the project level and shared more widely
Parameters become project level concerns and are easier to manipulate across a wider range of
functions

In order to migrate to individual groups, right click on a LegiTest suite within solution explorer and click
'Migrate to individual groups...'
Important Note
It is always a good idea to ensure you have a backup before perfoming any sort of migration.
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How can I initialize a value once per run?

How can I initialize a value once per run?
One-Time Initialization for Values
Sometimes we may want a parameter to apply to all groups / tests in an assembly, and initialize it
dynamically once per run. In order to do that, we use some custom code. To achieve this, we will add a
new file to our project by right-clicking on the project in Solution Explorer, and clicking Add -> Class... In
this example we name the file 'OneTimeInitialization'.
Within this file, we define the parameters that we'd like to initialize once only - in this example we have
ProcessingDate that we derive from a database and FileCount that represent the count of files in a
particular directory.
using
using
using
using

PragmaticWorks.LegiTest.Runtime;
System;
System.Data.SqlClient;
System.IO;

namespace LegiTestProject
{
static class OneTimeInitialization
{
public static Lazy<object> ProcessingDate { get; } = new Lazy<object>(LoadProcessingDate,
true);
static object LoadProcessingDate()
{
var parameterProvider = new ParameterProvider(Guid.Empty,
typeof(OneTimeInitialization));
using (var connection = new
SqlConnection(parameterProvider.GetTypedParameter("SystemConnection", string.Empty)))
{
connection.Open();
using (var cmd = new SqlCommand("SELECT MAX(LastProcessedDate) FROM
dbo.ProcessTracking", connection))
{
return cmd.ExecuteScalar();
}
}
}
public static Lazy<object> FileCount { get; } = new Lazy<object>(LoadFileCount, true);
static object LoadFileCount()
{
var parameterProvider = new ParameterProvider(Guid.Empty,
typeof(OneTimeInitialization));
return Directory.GetFiles(parameterProvider.GetTypedParameter("WorkingPath",
string.Empty)).Length;
}
}
}

Here we have two properties 'ProcessingDate' and 'FileCount' - both of type Lazy<object>. This is a
system type that supports loading a value once and once only. There are also methods - one for each
property - that are run once to initialize the object the first time it is requested.
We are using parameters defined in the test suite 'SystemConnection' and 'WorkingPath'. In order to do
this we need to create a parameter provider:
var parameterProvider = new ParameterProvider(Guid.Empty, typeof(OneTimeInitialization));

We can then get the value of the parameter by calling the 'GetTypedParameter' method:
parameterProvider.GetTypedParameter("WorkingPath", string.Empty)

In the examples above, LoadProcessingData connects to the SQL Server using the connection string
defined in the 'SystemConnection' parameter, and then we run the query to select the MAX value of
LastProcessedDate from the dbo.ProcessTracking table. The LoadFileCount method gets a list of the
files from the directory defined in the 'WorkingPath' parameter and returns the count.
Using the Initialized Values in Tests
In order to use these one-time values in our tests, we use the 'BeforeTest' method to set the values into
the resources. Note that we need to do this in each group where we want to use those values. To do this,
we copy content similar to the following into the user file generated for each test group:
namespace LegiTestProject.TestGroup1_Output
{
using System.Collections.Generic;
// This file provides a point at which partial methods can be implemented to augment tests.
// The content of this file is preserved when the test suite is regenerated.
public partial class TestGroup1
{
static partial void BeforeTest(string testName, Dictionary<string, object> testResources,
ref bool cancel)
{
testResources["ProcessingDate"] = OneTimeInitialization.ProcessingDate.Value;
testResources["FileCount"] = OneTimeInitialization.FileCount.Value;
}
}
}

This code makes the one-time values available as a resource to the test, and they can be referenced like
a parameter, using the {{resourceName}} syntax. For example, if you wanted to use the ProcessingDate
value in a SQL query, you would enter the query as:
SELECT * FROM [MyTable] WHERE [LastModifiedDate] >= '{{ProcessingDate | date:"yyyyMMdd"}}'

Using this approach, you can set up and use values that are initialized once and only once throughout
your test suite. For more information on using resources and parameters please refer to the Using
Parameters section.
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